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SOME CHARACTERISTICS CONTRIBUTING TO THE FSTABLISHMENT 

OF RABBITBRH (cHRYS0THAMNUS spp.) 

INTRODUCTI ON 

In the past century shrub density in many areas 
of the 

'estern Rango has Increased as a result of grazing 
pressure and 

other diatirbances The problem of an increase in gray rabbit- 

brush (Ckwysothamnu8 nauseosus ( Fall. ) Brit. ) and groen rabbit- 

brush (Cbrysothamnus viscicí1orus (hook. ) Nutt. ) is of particu.- 

lar Interest to rangeland managers, ranch owners, and individuals 

trained in range management. This increase in rabbitbrush is of 

extreme significance in light of the valuable space 
occupied which 

could be producing a stand of nutritious forage grasses. 
In 

addition, livestock ìn the eastern Oregon area 
have a very low 

preference for rabbitbrush. 

Many probleme need to be solved to answer the question of 

why rabbitbrush has increased. Propitious climatic patterns 

might explain the establishment of more seedlings in favorable 

years, but these sanie favorable conditions might also produce 

more competing vegetation if other conditions were optim. As 

a rule, widespread increase in shrubby vegetation does not occur 

on ranges in good condition. Rangea in healthy condition might 

be described as closed communities (I'l). Through the activities 

of man the community is opened as the vegetation comcosition 

changes. Overstocking the more productive grazing areas has 

provided the main cause of rabbitbrush increase and spread. 
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Another means by which the rance plant comiminity has been opened 

occurred in the early settlement of marginal aricu1tmra1 lands 

of Oregon east of the Cascade ounta1ris. Farly settlers c1ea cd 

grazing lands for &gricultural ue and later abandoned these 

homesteads when crops Íailed to iaterialize. . A. Rockie (i2) 

described how iiy of' the lands in Lake County and Centrai. Oregon 

were mis-represented by land advertisements as being the "Paloue 

region of Oregon" and were "wonderful farm lands". Homesteads 

failed to produce crops and the land became revegetated 
with 

aggressive plant species, particularly C. nauseosus and C. vis- 

cidiflorus. 

In some areas marginal agra cultural lands have been seeded 

Crested (Agropyron desertorua (Fish.) Schult.). 
i 

The Land UtIlization Project near Iadras, Oregon is a good 

example. Invasion of rabbitbrush Into these stands of grass 

poses another probleni concerning grass and shrub relationships. 

These areas are valuable pastures, but their value decreases with 

the establisimient of rabbitbrush seedlings in them. How to manage 

these pastures to avoid rabbitbrush is an important problem to be 

solved. 

More information concerning rabbitbrush is also necessary 

for an understanding of' some of the relationships among range 

plants when these relationships become modified by brush control 

1. Unless otherwise noted, a 1 references to location are Umi- 

ted to the State of Oregon. 
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and reseeding. Aß an exaniple, Oregon Agricultural Progress (38) 

reports that cloaring sagebrush in areas that lack sufficient 

understory vegetation to coiipete successfully dth rabbitbruah 

risks a marked increase in the latter secies. How much under- 

story vegetation is requ!red on various soil types needs 
to be 

1oi before recornrncndatons can be nade concerning which areas 

will give the most satisfactory results following brush control. 

Background information relating to the managenent of sage- 

brush-grass and bunchgrass rangos in climax or near climax con- 

dition to prevent an increase in rabbitbrush plants is needed. 

3ince rabbitbrush and sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata Nutt.) 

are in close competition on many Oregon rangelands, comparative 

information for various characteristics of sagebrush and rabbit- 

brush is needed. Such information would contribute to a better 

understanding of some of the range].and rnanagmìent problems. 

The avenues of approach are possible in solving some of the 

problems in managing rabbitbruzh infested rangelands. The first 

approach is a study of the rabbitbrush conunity to work out the 

dynamic relationships between the plants in the cotunity, partic- 

ularly between shrubs and grasses. This approach is referred to 

as a synecological study and is used to solve many of the problems 

in vegetation management. However, Dr. Ernst Mayr (Li) suggests 

that ecologists would be better able to understand the plant corn- 

munity if they better understood the individual species that make 

up the community. Therefore, the second approach Is an autecolog- 

ical study bich considers characteristics of the individual 



species, including such studies as phenology, seed germination, 

seed production, seedling grovth, and seedling response to en- 

vironmental conditions. These studies can be carriect out in the 

1aJoratory and greenhouse as ve].1 as In the Lield. in the Linal 

analysis, both synecological and autecologica]. studies need to 

be Integrated Lor cax1mum understanding o1 the ecol3gy o1 rabbit- 

bruth. 

a partial solution to the probl of rabbitbrush manage- 

ment and control, this thesis presents an auteco].ogical study of 

SOEflO important characteristics of both a. nauseosus and C. 

vis cidiflorus iich are contributing Laotors in establishment. 

Autecologica]. relationships beteen A. tridentata and rabbitbrush 

are clarified by the incluzion of A. tridentata in various experi- 

iuents. 



TAXONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION 

The name GxìrysotIzanus comes from the Greek words crysos, 

meaning gold, and thamnos, meaning shrub, and refers to the 

golden yellow f lowers produced by the plants in the late simuner 

and early fall. The common name rabbitbruh is iven to the 

shrub because of the shelter and browse that it furnishes to 

rabbits. 

Chryothaua belongs to the Astereae tribe of the Cornpos- 

ite family and is closely related to the genus lopappus. 

Chrysothamnus is differentiated from }T*plopappus by its more 

cylindric involucre and by the tendency of the involucral bracts 

to be keeled and to be arranged in five vertical ranks. Accord- 

Ing to Jesperson ( 31) the genus Chryaothamnua uttaU may be 

described as follows: Shrubs or subshrubs with erect or asccnd- 

Ing sterns, herbage with or without Mirs, often resinous and 

aromatic. Leaves simple, alternate, entire. Flower heads in 

flattened dense or loose pyramidal clusters, spikes, panielca, 

or racenies, rarely solitary. Involucres cylindrical, bracts 

mostly keeled, overlapping and in more or less vertical rows, 

papery or leathery with tips sometimes greenish. Ray flowers 

none. Disk flowers Li-20 in a head. Flowers tubular-funnelform, 

s-toothed. Achenes slender, rounded or slightly angled with or 

without hairs. Pappus of cooious soft dull white to reddish 

bristles. 
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2. viscidif1oru cro as a 10 sbrub and seldom exceeds 2l 

inches in hIght and. averaes about 12 to 18 inches. Most planta 

are much branched at tho base h1ch results in a round-topped, 

bushy plant. Lower stOEls are covered with brmn, fibrous bark 

and upper stems may be uinutely puborulent or glabrous. Leaves 

are linear, J. to 2 n. de, average one to six cm. in length, and 

iiay be straight or twisted. Herbage on ail varieties is viscidu- 

loua in varying degrees. 

C. nauseosua also grows as a low shrub, but is, as a rule, 

somewhat larger than green rabbitbrush. Average height is from 

12 to 30 inches depending upon age and environmental conditions. 

Plants are branched freely at the base and above to produce a 

very rounded shrub. Lower branches have a brown, fibrous bark, 

ile the upper branches have a light green bark covered with 

varying amounts of felt-like tomentum. Leaves may also have a 

covering of tomenti and vary from linear to broadly linear. 

Twisting of leaves is usually not evident. Outer branches appear 

to have fewer leaves than do the branches of C. viscidiflorus. 

Thomas Nuttal, an English botanist who collected in the 

Northwest in l831-3, first established Chrysothamnus as a sep- 

arate genus in 18140 (37). Considerable interest developed In 

the genus as a source of natural rubber prior to 1920 and dwing 

orld ar II which stimulated much of the investigation of the 

group from a taxonomic, anatomical and physiological point of 

view (23, 2L, 2S, 17). 
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Taxonondcts have roconLzed the variability of the 
natural 

popu].at1on oÍ rabbitbrush and have nanìd many 8peciea 
and 

varieties. HaU ( 21s.) mentioned that no less than 113 
spies or 

varieties had been named at the timo of his 
revision of the group 

in 1919. Hall and C1enent (23) attempted to arrange the species, 

sub-species, and varietics of Chrysothamnus in 
a phylogenetic 

order on the basis of morphological characters 
in their revision 

of the complex in 1923. At that tiiie they recognized t1ve 

species with 22 sub-zpecios of C. naueosus arid nine sub-species 

of C. viscidifloru. This extensive iork forms the basis of most 

of the subsequent keys to local species. 3f particular interest 

in the southern part of the state of Oregon is 
the recent i11u- 

trated key by B S. Jesperson, "The Genus Chrysotharnnus in Cali!- 

ornia and Western Nevada" This key uses various coeibinations 

of illustrated characters to identify the seven species 
in the 

area considered. 

In Oregon east of the Cascade Lounta1nz, Peck (39) based 
his 

treatment of Chrysothainnus on the vork of Hall and 
Clemente. He 

recognizes only two species for central and eastern 
Oregon, C. 

nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus dth four varieties for each 

species. These varieties are differentiated privari1y on the 

basis of size, shape al' Infloreacense, degree of pubescence, 

length of corollas, width and length of leaves, and 
bract charac- 

teristics. 

A survey of plants in the field reveals a large amount of 



morphological variation in the populations o± rabbitbruh. Even 

with the publication of the recent key to the Compositae by 

Cronquist (27) further ork of an experimental. nature is needed 

involving cytological and ecological studies to augment existing 

morphological information. 

C. viscidiflorus and C. nauseosus occur in most of the semi- 

arid sections of Oregon east of the Cascade Mountains, predomin- 

antly on sandy pumice and coarse-textured soils at medium eleva- 

tiens. Gray rabbitbrush also occurs in the southwestern part of 

the state in the drier areas of the Sisldyou foothills and the 

Rogue-Umpqua valleys. Typically, rabbitbrush colonies may be seen 

in sagebrush (Artemisia) communities on slight mounds or accumu- 

lations of und blown pico materials and on the more sterile 

soils. In many areas where the rangeland has deteriorated or 

there repeated burning has occurred, rabbitbrush may dominate the 

entire area. 

Figure 1 indicates the locations where specimens, now on 

deposit in thc herbarium at Oregon State Coflege, were collected. 

Even though collections are not by any means complete, this map 

suggests that both species have a similar range. However, field 

observations indicate that there is a separation of each species 

into particular habitats within this ranze. 

In the Columbia Basin on upland slopes of the Agropyron-Poa 

Zone in the vicinity of Shaniko, Grass Valley, Pine City, and 

Pilot Rock C. nana coana plants grow among the clurn?s of bunch- 

grass, On the north facing slopes and in the moist d.rass and 



Figure 1. CollectIon locations of herbarium specimens of C. nauseosus and C, vIsoidfflorus, 
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valley bottoms, C. viscidiflorus predominates. At higher eleva- 

tions in the foothills of the 13 lue LIountains C. viscidiflorun 

again appears in greater abundance. A semi-arid area aloag the 

Co].bia river in the vicinity of 13erndston is dominated by 

shrubby vegetation including C. nausoosus and C. viscidiflorus. 

This area has experienced extreme disturbance In past years thich 

may have caused the develoient of the present vegetation type. 

South of the i3lue and Ochoco Mountains, in what Peck (39) 

refers to as the Sagebrush and Lake sections, C. viscidifloruz 

appears to predominate in many of the dry valley bottoms in the 

high desert. 1ven so, C. nauseosus is abundant here, especiafly 

in the fringe of the Ponderosa Pine belt that extends north and 

south along the eastern slopes of the Cascade l3ountains and out 

into the dry desert areas. 

A typical distribution pattern may be seenì in the area around 

Millican hcre the valley floor supports an extensive stand of 

. 
tridentata and C. viscidiflorus. C. viscidiflorus appears to 

be associated more into colonies on sandy risos and areas of nind 

blo p.mìice particles Around the margin of the valley floor 

the vegetation Is dominated by C. nauseosus. Farther up the slopes 

of the foothills appear isolated juniper ( Juniperus occidentalI 

Nutt. ) trees ±ich outline the margin of a Juniperus occidentalis 

community in which C. nauseosus and A. tridentata appear as co- 

dominants in the understory. 
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Both C, viscidiflorus and C. nauseosus are relatively short- 

lived shrubs, f ilison (18) reported C. viscidiflorus var. 

stenpphyllus on the 'asatch Plateau in Utah reaches an age of 60 

years. This age s verified by ring counts and by historical 

records. Chilcote (10) reported the oldest C, nauseosus shrubs 

investigated in Oregon to be approximately ho years. The oldest 

C. viscidiflorus plants reported vere 23 years. Older C. viscidi- 

florus plants may be present, but ring counts ere unreliable due 

to destruction of the xylu2n by a stem borer, CrossicLius hertipes 

Lec which occurred in 9% of C. viscidiulorus stems observed as 

compared to only S of the C. nauseosus stems. 

C. nauseosus along roadsides, fence rows and in abandoned 

agricultural fields exhibits a marked increase in growth duc to 

lack of competition. Under these conditions the average size is 

30 to 38 inches in height and 36 to Li8 inches in diameter. C. 

nauseosus plants ith a crown spread of six feet and a height 

of four feet have been observed on abandoned farmlands at Fort 

Rock, Oregon. 

C. viscidifloru plants also a;pear larger in height, in 

crown spread, and in a more vigorous condition in situations 

where competing vegetation is lacking or low in number. In such 

locations plants often exceed 36 inches in height and ho inches 

in crown diameter. 

Resprouting at the crown and from roots (b9) appears to be 
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an inpQrtant characteri3tic 'hich enables rabbitbrush 
to per8iat 

on good range sites. For this reason many of the currently avi1- 

able brush control iiicasuros are ineffective vhen used 
on rabbit- 

brush. A compared h sagebrush, rabbitbruch may resprout after 

burninr, roto-.beating, or railing. Figure 2 i1iustrate C. visci- 

difiorus plants that have resprouted foflowing a bru.h covitroi 

operation by roto-beating. Froi'ue resprouting after birn1ng haa 

enabled rabbithrush to assume doninance in many areas. A recent 

exanpie i at Canyon betieei flcimond and ±tors ;'thorc sage- 

brush in the plant cmnunity s destroyed by a fire in i97. This 

operi habitat v i abìost cnplete].y revegetated by C. nauseosus 

and C. vizcidiílorus plants that survived and reseeded the areas 

Fhonolo 

Phonological data frori a study of rabbitbrush during the sixmiier 

of 195L. and 19$ indicate about a vcok or more difference in dovel- 

opuent boten C. vicidifloruc c.nd C. nauseosus. Hoiever, con- 

sidorable variation in tirio of flovr maturation has been observed 

betveen tiree separate areas of Oregon. Plants re iii Lull fioer 

and disscnixated mature seeds aimost a rionth earlier at Fort Rock 

than plants observed in the arrn hetceen Shaniko and Grass Valley. 

Plants observed in the third area bot'çeen LiUican and Erothers 

re approximately intermediate idth respect to the tv previous 

arcas mcntioncì. 

Lveloaentai stages are shovn in Figure 3 for the Li1lican 

area duriìig l9 and 19%. Variations may be seen in initiation 
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Figure 2. C. viscid1f1oru plants one year following brush 

reinval by roto-beating. 
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of leaf growth with different ecological conditions. Ìt an cx- 

anplc, on April 23, 19S5, both specics of rabb.tbrush in the 

Millican area were just starting leaf growth dth leaves about 2 

to 3 mm. long as commared rith plants in full leaf in the Dry 

Canyon arca between Redmond and Sisters. 

Flower bud Initiation occurs approd.mate1y at the same time 

that Squirrel Tail grass (Sitnion hytrix (utt.) J. G. Smith) 

bas matured seed. Flower developnicnt s extrcraely variable and 

depends upon environmental conditions, particularly on th amount 

o± conipetition prcscnt. Plants along roadsides or coi'; trails 

generally initiate flower buds ar6 produce mature floiers earlier 

than plants under close competition. Floer iaturation is pre- 

coded by the appearance of yellow Involucral bracts which can 

easily be iistaken at a distance for yellow flowers. 

Al]. flowers do not mature at the same time on any given 

plant. Typically, flowers in the center of the head mature first. 
In addition, flowers on the top of the plant mature b afore lower 

branches. 

Seed dissemination starts before all of the flowers on a 

plant are fully mature. Duration of the period of seed disserdn- 

ation may be quite extended due to retention of seeds in the heads 

and lack of favorab7e weather conditions such as nds and dry 

periods durIng late September, October an ovember. 

A comparison of the flowering period of rabbitbrush with 

other shrubs reveals a very Interesting sequence of flowering. 
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Gray horsebruzh (Tetrayinia cancscens OC.) flowers 
about 1 weeks 

earlier than does C. viscidiflorus. C. viscidiflorus is a week 

or more earlier than C. nauseosus which is approximately 
two weeks 

earlier than A. tridentata. 
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FLO1ÎTh AND SE PRODUCTION 

Introduction 

The procuction of a large numbcr of seeds is important in 

the establishment of rabbitbrush in many areas of rangeland. 

Salisbury 3) mentions tnat "High reproductive capacity is not 

merely a life insurance, a pureiy defensive measure, but a 

positive asset that surpasses the needs imposed by mortality 

and provides for the occupancy of fresh territory". Certainly 

this 'would be true of rabbitbrush, 

Field observations indicate that the amount of seeds pro- 

duced is not the same for all rabbitbrush plants of equal size 

in all areas. Sorne of the factors important in controlling seed 

production appear to be the degree of competition furnished by 

grasses, sagebrush, other rabbitbrush plants, weat er conditions 

previous to flowering and age of rabbitbrush plants. 

Estimat:ng seed oroduction is a difficult problem because 

rabbitbrush pla':ts do not mature all the seeds on the plant at 

the same time. As a result, seeds are being disseminated from 

the top of the plant by the time they are mature on the side 

branches. For this reason flower production s determined and 

used as a measure of seed production. 

Flower ?roduction Under Varying Degrees of Competition 

Flower counting studies were carried on during the late 
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summer o! 19t and 19!5. Optimum time for flower counting in 

19 was August 2 to Septber 1 as compared to the period of 

August 29 to September 7 in 19S.5. 

The flower production survey was conducted in two general 

areas, One area was located in the 3reat Basïn Province between 

Horse Ridge and Hampton along U. S . highway 20 in valley bottom- 

lands. This area is dominated by C. viscidifiorus and A. tridenta- 

. 
The other area was on undulating uplands in the Columbia 

Basin Province and individual plots were located near Shaniko, 

Crass Valley, six miles south of Pine City and Pilot Rock on gentle 

north-east slopes having a soil depth of at least one and one-half 

feet, Poulton (1O) considers part of this second area to be in 

characterized by the climax domin- 

¿mce of blue bunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatuni (Pursh) Scribn. 

¿ Smith) and Sandberg's bluegrass (Poa secunda Presi.). The areas 

described were located by Dr. '.illiam 7. Chilcote, Associate Pro- 

Lessor of Botany, Oregon State College, as study areas in his 

analysis of the relationship of range condition and the abundance 

of rabbitbrush. 

Methods. Plots 100' x 100' were established in each area 

on locations of varying degrees of range deterioration. Therefore, 

differences in floìr oroduction between various plots may be 

attributed partly to conditions of competition on specific plots. 

On each 100' x 100' plot five transects were located by means of 

a table of random numbers. At Live-foot intervals alom each 



transect a three-foot square frame subdïvidd into one-foot 

aquaze was placed on the round. Presence or absence of vege- 

tatlon in any square was recorded. Frequency refers to the 

number of times a species is recorded In a possible O squares. 

The frequency of occurrence of perennial bunchgrass (Agropyron 

and Festuca idahoensis !imer) and C nauseosus on 

Columbia Basin plots may be seen in Table 1. 

Stem and crown frequencies anu the crown/stem ratios of 

sagebrush and C. viscidiflorus In the Miflican area appear in 

Tabic 2. 

To study flower production, ten plants on each 100' z 100' 

plot were selected on a restricted random basis. Because of the 

observed differences in flowering the objective of the flower 

counting study was to assess the reproductive ability of average 

plants In different degrees of competition. Age determinatIons 

by means of growth ring counts indicated that most of the plants 

selected for flower production studies were in a 7 to 11 year ago 

group, 

Counting flowers s facilitated by using "counting units" 

instead of counting all Individual flowers, Counting units con- 

sisted of number of flowers per head, number of heads per stem 

and ntmìber of stems per plant. To determine flower production on 

a particular plant, twenty-five flower heads were examined to de- 

termine the average number of flowers per head, twenty-five stems 

were observed at random to determine average number of heads per 

stem, and all stems on the plant bearing heads were then counted. 



Results and Discussion, On the series of p1ot in each loe- 

ation in thc Columbia Basin C. nauseous flower production appears 

to increa$e as bunchgrass frequency decreases. (Table 1). An 

exception to this statement may be where slightly older plants were 

encountered. However, the general trend is quite clear Lor plants 

in a 7 to 114 year age class when plots with high and low bunch- 

grass frequency are compared for each area. Notable is the gen- 

oral decrease in flower production from Sìianiko to Pilot Rock which 

sugests that rabbitbrush is not an aggressive competitor in good 

condition bunchgrass ranges in the eastern area, 

A very interesting comparison of flower production can be 

made between plot 7 and 8 when past history and other characteris- 

tics of these plots considered. Plot 7 is more xeric than 

plot 8 and has been severely overrazed in past years. At the 

present time plot 7 is vegetated primarily by Festuca idaboensis 

and . nauseosus in the younger age classes. Plot 8 s culti- 

vated and planted to wheat at one time, but has since been aban- 

doned, Flower production on plot 7 appears to be limited by the 

presence of bunchgrass even in years dth more moisture. However, 

on plot 8, which supports very little Agropron spicatum or 

Festuca idahoensis, the only control on flower production is from 

competition between young rabbitbrush plants and in moist years 

this type o competition does not appear to be very limiting. 

Fewer plots were sampled in 1955 and as a result the 

for this year are inconclusive except for plots 1.3, U, and 9 

at Grass Valley. 



TABLE i 

I'1er Production of' C. nauseosus Plants on Selected Flots in the Agropyron-Poa Zone * 

Bunchgrass and Rabbitbruzh Frequency Av. No. of Flowers Per Plant 

Plot No. Location A. spicatu F. idahoensis C, nauseosus l9Sh l9S 

1 3 mi. N. Shaniko 181L 110 3 ,093 837 

2 1L6 18 20 10, 19h-* - 
3 1 0 69 6,899 6. 

2 mi. N. Shaniko 27 13 2,989 181 

" " " 22I 272 1 h,333 - 
6 108 33 10 8,383 71 

7 mi N. Shaniko I9 76 3h 2,996 27 

8 " " 1 0 292 9,38 223 

13 2 mi. So. Grass Valley 2S0 19h 3 6,9S** 180 

12 238 183 6 b,000 - 
u n n n n ].t2 1 6 b,]$ 12h 

io n n n 2 18 11,710 

iJ 



TABLE 1 oontinurd 

J3unchgrass and Rabbìtbrush Frequency Av. No. of Flowers Per Plant 

Plot No. Location A. spicatum F. Idaho ensis C. nauseosus 19h 19.5 

9 2 mi. So. Grass Valley 3 0 27 11,680 b68 

1h 6 mi. So. Pine City 23 0 6 S19 2 

15 " " 130 0 32 265 none 

16 " 8h 0 76 369 none 

17 1.5 mi. ?ilot Pock 255 0 2 none none 

19 " ' " 19h 0 23 151 none 

lö 91 0 26 806 none 

* Plots arranged in decreasing A. spicatum frequency in each location. 

*3* Predominantly older plants. 

r'.) 
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The observed decrease In flower production from west 
to east 

in 19514 was repeated In 1955 to the point that no 
flowers were 

produced on any of the plants in the Pine City and Pilot Rock area 

regardless of size or age. There is soae evidence from these data 

that not all of the C. nauseosus plots are in the Agropyron-Poa 

Zone because of greater flower production In the Shaniko-Grass 

Valley area. Possibly this area is on the border of a Fescue Zone. 

A very striking observation in 1955 on plots at Shaniko and Grass 

Valley was the high level of flower production on extremely old 

plants in the 25-year age class. These old plants on plots In 

depleted areas ap.eared to be almost independent of weather con- 

ditions or comoetitlon from bunchgrass or smallcr rabbitbrush 

plat ta 

On sandy soils in many arcas of the Basin and Range Province 

the principal competitor of C. viscidiflorus Is sagebrush, 
even 

though grasses and forbe constitute an Important part of 
the rege- 

tation. Sagebrush a;pears to be especially competitive with 

L. viscidiflorus in 
the latter half of the growing season and 

during flower development. Table 2 provides some Indication of 

this competitive relationship as flower production is affected. 

Two peaks In flower production are indicated by the arrows 

in Table 2. One peak is on plots which have a moderate sagebrush 

frequency aixi fairly high C. viscidiflorus frequency. Sagebrush 

plants are moderately large and exceed the size of C. viscidiflorus 

plants as indicated by the crown/stem ratios. Very bw stem borer 



TABLE 2 

F1oer Production oÍ C. viscidiflorus on Selected I1ots in the Millican Ara.* 

Sagebrush and Rabbìtbrush Occurrence Av. No. of F1ows 
Plot Â. tridentata frequency C. v1sc1di!1oru frequency Per Plant 
_!P. Crown/stem ratio tens Cron o'n/tn ratio 19$1 19% 

i 120 3o 2.53 I.6 6 i.I i,85 - Low 

3 76 ]1 1.91 52 17 1.L8 ',O12 61a 

9 6S 212 3.26 70 157 1.21 7,720 

8 S)4 214k 61 102 1.9 16,S33 2,839 High 

6 S2 161 3.09 69 S6 1.81 ,621 

S b8 138 2.87 56 1.21 2,070 

7 32 203 6.35 1 2. 1.00 526 2C8 Low 

U 31 200 6.hS 10 13 1.30 3,811 

2 21 98 3.79 88 1?L. 1.97 2,150 678 

12 23 106 L6o i6i 16 iIIS 9,272 -- 

13 22 103 !.68 U 26 2.36 io, 810 

10 18 96 .33 5 20 LOo 10,522 - High 

14 17 58 3.14]. 72 215 3.00 19,528 6,886 

* i1ots arranged according to decreasing sagebrush frequency, 



damage on plot No. 8 might be a significant factor. Another 

peak in f].ov'er production occurred on plots supporting only 

a Low sagebrush and a few to many C. viscidiflorus plants 

Sagebrush and C. viscidiflorus plants are rather large on these 

plots, Conversely, the lowest C. viscidiflorus Llover production 

occurred ori plots ihore sagebrush plants appeared in rather 

high frequency. 

Flots with sufficiently high sagebrush frequency to dom- 

mate the area indicated a low C. viscidiflorus flor produc- 

tien. Flor production vs also limited in areas with a low 
number of large sagebrush plants. Plot No. 2 illustrates 

another cause of reduced Llowr production thich r suited fr 

close competition between C. viecidiflorua plants. 

At this point in the study, conclusions are difficult to 

make, but the data tend to support the hypothesis that the 

greatest seed source of C. viscidiflorus planta is frein an area 

whore rabbitbrush is higher than sagebrush in frequency and where 

rabbitbrush flower production is not reduced by intraspecific 

competition. 

Tiperature and precipitation for l9 and l9 at Squaw 

Butte Experiment Station which representa the C. viscidiflorus 

plots in the Liillican area, and 1ent ich characterizes weather 

for the C. nausoosus plots in the Columbia Basin. (Tables 3, ¿i.) 

The area surrounding Kent is warmer and receives more precipi- 

tation than does Squaw Butte. In a general *y these data might 

explain the relatively greater abundance of C. nans cocus in the 



Precipitation at Squaw Butte Experiment Station anc Kent, Oregon during l9Sb and 19.5 

Procipitation 
Total Departure 

Loca- Lor £rotn 
ar Jan. Mar. kpr. June Juli Aus. Sep. Oct. Norv. Doc, Year Normal 

Kent 19S14 2.07 . .8 .20 .93 .78 O! .6:3 i.o .0 .80 .71 9.lh - 1.19 

19% .So .31 .70 1.21. 91 ¿2 l Ot .67 jO 1.69 2.h 10.77 + 

Squaw 195L. 1,20 .3! .91 74 93 1.03 T .23 .09 .10 .1! .70 6.77 - .1O 
Butte 

19% .70 .50 70 1.91 .32 .i1 .57 T 1,02 .9 1.80 2.O 1O.t7 - 

TABLE: j 

Temperature at Squaw Butte xperiment tation and Kent, Orogon During 19Li and 19% 

Äverare ontb T cmperature 

Loca- 
tion Year Jan. Fob. Mar. pr. June Jy . Sep. Oct. Liov. Dec. 

Kent 19, 30.6 36. 36.0 IÇS S3.9 56.8 61.8 61.8 57.9 L3.! 31.2 

19% 31.S 32.9 31i,3 39.8 !i9.2 60.1 b3,1 67.3 6o. 50.1 33.3 30.7 



TAB LT 14 eont5nuc.d 

Average Month Tcnperature 

Loca- 
tion Year Jafl. cb, r. pr. Junt July 'nig. Sep. Oct. No!. Dec. 

Squaw 19:;J4 V.9 36.1 33.9 1414.8 3.14 3.6 67.7 61.7 ;6.f 147.9 h23 26.7 
Butte 

19% 23.S 27.9 314.9 36.2 147.8 6i.i 63.1 692 58.2 148.9 314.2 33.0 



grasslands of the Columbia Basin and O. viscidifloruc i ti'e 

bottcnlands of the Great Basin. The difference beteon 19SL 

d 19 lor both areas is 5triking in that the early spring of 

29SL v*s wetter and *z*er than the corresponding period in 19S. 

The relatively dry dnter of l95I-5 could have reduced the 

nvn'ber of flower$ proded in the sunaer of 19%. 

Obviously more information is necessary to clarify the re- 

lationsiiips between bunchgrass £requuicy or sagebrush frequency 

and the reproduction of rabbitbrush plants. Such factors as 

size and age of plants in relation to flower production also 

need to be further studied. To determine the influcnce of size 

and age Of plants and of ieather conditions on flor production, 

different age classes should be studied over a period of years. 

Lore observations will be required before the controfling factors 

in rabbitbrush flower and seed production can be adequately under- 

stood. 

R!!pO! 2: bitrus1 Folloidng Removal 

2 C1peting Vegetation 

Rabbitbruh plants gro.ng in arcas lacking or low in corn- 

petition freni other plants are larger and roduce more flowers 

than rabbitbrush plaxbs in competition with surrounding vegeta- 

tion. To study the magnitude ì d rate of flower production in- 

crease and stein growth as a result of rcmoving competing vogo- 

tation a controiled experiment was established. 



Methods. Tn pairs of . naueous p1aits arid ten pairs of 

.. viscidiflorua p].its re rn&rkci in the field at 41lican. A 

different location wa. chosen for each five paire of plan&s. 

On March 26, l9S, one plant of each pair wa randomly 

selected and all competing shrubs and hcrbaccous vegetation 

vithin a radius of 10 feet re removed. Care was exercised to 

avoid damage to the root system of the test plant. 

Flo'r counts vere obtained by using thc same procedure au 

outlined in the preceding studr. 

Data on growt1ki in one seazon v:ere obtainea by randomly sel- 

ecting and measuring the current year's growth of 25 stems of 

each rsbbitbrusxi plant in the study. 

Liture seeds were coUected from the plants in this study 

to determine if any diferenco edstod betieen the nndber of 

viable seeds on plants with competition as comare to plants 

thout competition. Teixty-five seed heads containing a pos- 

sible ¿. to 5 iiature seeds were collected from each plant. 3eeda 

re removed from the enclosing involucre ani planted on moist 

blotter paper in seed gexination dishes. Germinations vere re- 

corded every tvo weeks ' for eight 

rLesults and iiscu.ssion. Plants released fron competition 

were partly in flower as early as August 1 and were fully in 

flouer by August 22. Plants competing with surrounding vegeta- 

tion ìiere approximately three weeks later in £loering. This 

response is siniilar to the earlier flowering of rahbitbrush 
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observed along highways, back roads, and fence rows where coin- 

petition from other plants is at a niniin. 

In only one season of growth, flower production on cleared 

plants vs approximately 3OO greater in C. nauseosus and 00 

greater in C. viscidiflorus following rnoval of competing vege- 

tation. (Figures 4 , 6 and 7). 

Significance was indicated at the .01 level for F values of 

10.014 for viscicliflorus aud 17.88 for C. nauseosus obtained in 

an analysis of variance beten plants with competing vegetation 

removed and plants with competing vegetation present. The con- 

elusion may be drawn that removing competing vegetation does re- 

suit in an increase in rabbitbrush flower production at least 

99;; of the time, In no instance was there a decrease in flower 

production. (Table S ) . However, paired plants in another loca- 

tion at Dry Canyon between Redmond and Sisters failed to show 

any difference in flowering when competing vegetation was re- 

moved. A possible explanation for this lack of response might 

be due to rcinoval of surrounding vegetation a month later in this 

location. Clearing took place a few days after precipitation in 

April and probably osino too late to conserve any supplies of soil 

moisture. For this reason the try Canyon location was not in- 

eluded in the statistical analysis. 

Field observations in the fall of 19% recorded shoots 

growing from crowns of rabbitbrush plants cut off in the pro- 

cess of clearing study plots. Many of these shoots attained a 

length of 1 to 6 inches and produced flowers. 
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Figure Ii. flower production of C. nauseosu in compctition 
with surrounding vegetation. - 

r 

_Ì 

Figure S. Flower production of C. nauseosus relcasod from 
competition. 
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Figure 6. F1or production of' 3. viscidiilorus in competition 

vith surrounding vegetation. 

Figure 7. Flouer production of C. viscidif].orus released from 

competition. 



TABIZ S 

Average Rabbithrush Flower Procuction orì Plants Growing 

1itb, an7. ithout Con.petition Croui Other Plants 

v. i1ower Production for Five Plants 

Species Location With Competition ithout Competition 

C. nauseosus 
- Location 1 1,393 ± s 37 3,561 t s Sui 

Location /12 63 ± 145 680 ± s 165 

C. viscidiflorus 
Location 3 ± S; 15 2,0314 ± 1436 

Location 1,019 ± s 3914 3,857 ± s 1,1411 

No significant difference as Indicated between germination 

of seeds from rabbltbrusn plants ith competing vegetation present, 

and with competing vegetation absent. (Table 6). This agrees 

with thc statement made by Salisbury (143) that the effect on plants 

grovn in adverse conditions Is to cause a diiinutIori in the 

number of seeds per plant rather than to affect the quality of 

the seeds. The nuthber of flowers produced per plant (Table 5) 

further supports Salisbury's stateent in that the response of 

plants following removal of plant competition is to Increase the 

numbcr of flower heads while the number of flowers per head and 

the viability of the seeds matured from these flowers remains con- 

stant. 

In addition to increased flower production, rabbitbrush 
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TABLE 6 

Germination of C, viscidiflorus and C. nauseosus Seeds 

Collected From Plants in Removal 1 Competing 

Vegetation Study 

C, nauseosus 

Pair no' V'ith Competition ithout Competition 

i -- 7 

2 iI 214. 

3 iS 146 

16 1414 

s 39 20 

6 13 25 

7 114 14 

8 15 6 

9 16 12 
10 28 - 

Total 170 Total 188 
Average 17 Average 18.8 

C, viscidiflorus 

Pair no. Vith Competition Without Competition 

1 143 78 

2 Iii 28 

3 22 30 
14 26 58 
5 91 9 
6 5 6 

7 66 39 
C 20 20 

9 1414 25 
10 

Total 372 Total 33j 

Average 37.2 Average 33.3 
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plants not in competition with surrounding vegetation 
also had 

a considerable amount of stem growth during the growing 
season. 

C. viscidiflorus plants without competition averaged 2.86 inches 

greater stem elongation than did plants with competition. 
The 

same pattern also held true with C. nauzcosus where an average 

of 2.7L4 inches greater stem elongation was recorded. 

An analysis of variance was performed on the stun of stern 

growth for the 25 randomly selected stems on each plant. The F 

value for i and 9 degrees of freedom for the test of 
stem growth 

on C. nauseosus was 2.2. This value is significant at the .01 

level. An F value of 9.03 was obtained in the test of stem 

growth of C. viscidiflorus which is significant at thc .OS level. 

The conclusion may therefore be drawn that at least 99 of the 

time With . nauseosus an 9% of the time with C. viscidiflorus 

one might exect to obtain a significant increase in stem elonga- 

tion the first growing season following the removal of competing 

vegetation. 

The implications of the preceding study in relation to 

current brush-control measures should be amplified. At the 

present time brush-control measures are reasonably effective in 

controLLng sagebrush and other plants, but are ineffective in 

controlling rabbitbrueh. Therefore, range improvement programs 

which remove vegetation competing with rabbitbrush encourage the 

reproduction and growth of this undesirable shrub. This situ- 

ation Is particularly true ori ranges dominated by rabbithrush 
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but low in grasa density. Az has been mentioned previously, 

rabbitbruzh plants havc an advantage in such locations because 

they resprout from the crown followin. fire, drought, and cut- 

ting arid because of the marked increase in flover (seed) pro- 

duction and çrowth. 

of Plants Producing Seed 

Most rabbìtbrush plants do not begin to produce f1ovrs and 

seeds until they are four to six years old. Three-year-old C. 

nauseosus plants in flower were coflected at Fort Rock in l91. 

These plants ere groúng in a bare spot in a rangeland pasture 

and were not in coripctition with other plants. Seed production 

has been observed to be greater in proportion to size of old plants 

'thich appear to be less affected by coripeting vegetation. Further 

observations are necessary to clearly define the age at which 

riost rabbitbrush plants begin to produce seed. 

Seed Characteristics 

The mature fruit in Cbrysotharnnus is a cypsela which is an 

achenium with an adherent calyx. An average of t or S cypsolas 

are produced on each head in C. nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus. 

Findings of this study are generally in agreement with The Woody- 

Plant Seed L:anual (S3) which briefly lists seed characteristics 

for C. nause9!. Seeds of this species are from S to 7 n. long, 

pappus is in a single series and may be as long as, or slightly 



longer than the seed, The seed coat has prominent ribs, and 

pubescence ol' approdmately . . in length. C. viscidiflorus 

seed length averages 3 to 3. um. it a correspondingly shorter 

pappus. General characteristics are quite imi1ar for both 

species, The percentage of empty seeds in field coflections is 

very high. 

Seed Viability 

Viability of seeds under field conditions appears to be of 

snort duration, This is suggested by an experiment with one-year- 

old samples of litter taken from the area surrounding mature one- 

year-old viscidiflorus and C. nauseosus plants in the vicinity 

of Redmond. 

Methods. Litter samples were taken prior to the maturation 

of a new seed crop in 1955 and placed on moist piice soil in the 

greenhouse to determine what plants woula develop from seeds in 

the litter. 

Results and Discussion, Only cheat grass (Broius tectormn L.) 

and a few sagebrush seeds germinated. This evidence so far is in- 

conclusive and further trials should be made. Other experiments 

were established in the fall of l9S1, but failed because no pro- 

vision was made for protecting seeds from seed-eating wildlife. 

Seeds cleaned and stored in glass containers at room temper- 

ature in the laboratory remained viable for a period of two years, 

although the rate of germination decreased with age. Other samples 

stored in the laboratory but not cleaned and rotectcd from temper- 
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atine, himi]1ty, and plant pathogens were not viable after one 

year. 

Seed Dissemination 

Seeds are loosened from the involucro by the reflexing 

action of the pa'pus as t dries. Discrnination occmn's with 

the action ;)f the slightest breeze or the capillary pappus. 

In eastern Oregon these seeds are usually scattered from ist to 

east due to the direction oi' the revailing wind. 

Methode. Distance of dissemination has been calculated in 

cultivated fields at Fort Rock and at the Lanci. lJtilation Pro- 

ject near Madras. The distance that seeds have traveled may be 

inferred by the location of established plants in relation to 

the nearest seed source. 

Results and Discussion. A field at Fort Rock planted to 

cereal rye (Secale cereale L.) bordered on the southwest by a 

stand of mature C. nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus had C. viscidi- 

floruz and £ riauseosus plants scattered into the field as far 

as 165 yards . Another field in this saio area had C. nauseosus 

plants growing seedlings on a slight elevation above the level 

of the bottomland 500 yards from the nearest seed source. At 

the Madras Land Utilization Project on Grizzli pasture, yìung 

.. nauseosus plants were established in the pasture as far as 

153 yarcth from the nearest seed source. At Tillow Creek pasture, 

distances cf iLo and 130 yards respectively, were measured between 

seed source and scc-dlinc in two dif erect 1octions. 
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Sagebrush seedlings did not appear any farther away £ron a 

seed source than 2 yards in any of the pastures surveyed. 

No rule can be established concerning the distance of seed 

dispersal because of the many factors Involved. The most impar- 

tant considerations in determining dissemination distance appear 

to be wind velocity and direction, topography, humidity, micro- 

relief or soil surface conditions and quantity of seed available. 

In view of the data comparing rabbitbrush and sagebrush 

seed-dispersal distarces, the ability of rabbitbrush to provide 

for dissemination of seeds over greater distances gives it an 

advantage over sagebrush in revegetating abandoned or depleted 

areas. 

Seed Cleaning 

Collection and cleaning of seed for laboratory and greenhouse 

study proved to be a laborious process. The best time to collect 

seed is during the last reek of September and the first two week3 

in October. Rabbitbrush seed production in colder regions, such 

as the Fort Rock area, is from two to three eks earlier. 

Methods. One of the moat successful methods used in obtain- 

Ing seed was to hold a corrugated paper box close to the top of 

a rabbitbrush plant ana then gently brush the mature seeds Into 

the box. This method eliminates the collection of a large amount 

of undesirable plant parts, such as bracts, leaves, twigs and 

receptacles and provides a high percentage of matured seeds. 
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C1ear1ng seed involves the separation of pappus, 
other plant 

parts, and empty seeds from the filled, mature 
seeds. The col- 

lected material should be reasonably dry before 
threshing in order 

to insure best results. Threshing was performed in a modified 

Varing J3lendor equipped with a four-inch long 
central shaft of " 

diameter which supported to i3" long arms covered with rubber 

tubing. The iendor as regulated with a Powerstat control that 

was set at 60 to provide for a slower speed. 
Other equipmcnt 

used in seed cleaning included a set of screens 
ad a South Dakota 

Seed Blower. 

After several trials the following procedure produced the best 

results: 

1. Thresh approximately 00 cc. of plant material in 

modified Waring T3lcndor at a powerstat setting 
of 

60 for 3-etinutes. 

2. Screen out stems and larger iatter with a 1/16" x 
l/Li" or larger screen. This step also breaks up 

any wads of pappus material and facilitates separ- 
ation in the seed blor. 

3. Place material in a South Dakota Seed Blower and 

blow for seconds at a setting of 8. This re- 

moves very light trash. 

14. Repeat step 3 with a setting of 10. Discard 

pappus, lighter bracts and other trash. 

. Repeat step 3 with a setting of l. I)iscard bracts 

and small stems. 

6. Screen materia]. with a i/It" x 1/22" screen. This 

removes bracts and small stems of eight equal to 

the mature seeds, but of a larger size. 

7. Repeat 8tep 3 with a setting of 20. This separ- 

ates under-developed and empty seeds from the 

mature seeds. 
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8. An additional blowing at a setting of 22 may 

be used to insure better seed for experiinen- 

tation. Viable seed of low quality will be 

blown over. 

Results and Discussion. Seeds removed at settings of 18 

and 19 in a South Dakota Seed Blower did not 
germinate, but 

the seeds that reniained after 8ettings of 20 
and 22 shoved 

0-8 germination. 
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SEED GERMIN.T ION 

Introduction 

A knowledge of the particular requirements for gerinina- 

tion is important to an understanding or the field conditions 

under which rabbitbrusb becomes otab1ished and of the ecological 

status of these shrtha in range vegetation. Nothing is known 

about the optimum temperature requirements for germination. Seeds 

should be able to germinate at low temperatures so that seedlings 

niay become established before oi1 moisture is depleted. If freez- 

ing temperatures occur cariy, seedlings might be killed if they 

are not frost resistant. Germination percentages may be differ- 

ent in seeds collected from various locations. These and many 

other problems need to be ansiøred, and some of them are con- 

sidered in the fofloming discussion. 

The germination responses of different desert plants accord- 

ing to ent (Sf3), suggests that much detailed information may be 

obtained about the growth rcquirements of desert plants. I1 con- 

cluded that the distribution of tTo closely related species appear- 

ed to be based on a slight differential in night germination tern- 

perature. Such an observation suggests that the distribution of 

2. nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus could be due to a small differ- 

ential in germination response. 

The available literature suggests that no particular tern- 

perature is optimum for the seed germination of ail semi-desert 

shrubs. Trumble (51), reported that native Australian saltbrushes 
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(Atriplex spp.) rxainated best at 16°C., although a range oÍ 

].O°.-22°C . produced fairly high germination. Benedict and Robin- 

son ( 3 ) , ( in an exhaustive study of seed germination of guayule 

(Partheniimi argentatuin A. ray), concluded that the highcst 

geriiination response occurred at a constant temperature o1 

or an alternating 200 and 300C. Big sagebrush (Artemisia tri- 
dentata Nutt.) has received sane attention recently by Goodwin 

(22) and Alley, Bohaont, and Teldon (i). Goodwin (22) reported 

that the optimum tenperatire for sagebrush germination was be- 

teen 17°C . and 19°C . and that temperatures above 21400 reduce 

germination. Although no dormancy as reported, he stated that 

a pretreathent of ectended cold tetnperature resulted in an iniiued- 

iate germination response. The latter authors found that 9O 

. . .- o 
geiininaton occurred uncier light at 70 . ( 21 C. ) 'ath O atinos- 

phere moisture tension. 

Limited field observations Indicate that optimum gerniina- 

tion of rabbitbrush seeds Iht occur at rather low temperatures. 

An inch of snow and cold conditions foUod the planting of seeds 

at 2uilhican on March 26, l9. Within three weeks seeds had 

germinated. The average temperature during this time s about 

3S°F., according to U. s. Weather Bureau records. (Table Ii). 

The first evidence of germination Is the emergence of the 

radicle tip. Radicle and hypocotyl continue to elongate and 

after approximately 7 days the cotyledons emerge from the testa. 

(Figures 8 and 9 ) . An important feature of rabbitbrush germination 



Figure 8. Geination of seeds and development of C nauseosus 

seedlings. 

Figure 9. Germination of seeds and develonent of C. viscidiflorus 
seedlings. 



and seedling developnent is the epigeous growth habit whereby 

the cotyledons do not romain below ground, but arc pushed up 

ti]rough the soil. 

Lmnediate Germination 

Seeds of C, nauseosus and vicidif1orus will germinate 

as soon as they are ripened in the fai]. if proper conditions are 

present. The Woody-Plant Seed Manual states that C. nauseosus 

seeds germinate without treatment a few days after sowing. This 

state,ient should bc am3rided to include the fact that seeds wiU 

germinate immediately after dissemination and that no maturation 

period is necessary. 

Methods. In an effort to check on the germination of newly 

produced rabbitbrush seed collections vere made near Rediond on 

October 3, l9, by shaking seeds frc mature plants. Seeds re 

then returned to the seed laboratory vre they ire cleaned and 

empty seeds re discarded. Seeds were scattered on moist paper 

toweling in germination dir3ileS and at 10:00 a.m., October 9, they 

vre placed in seed germinators. Germination conditions included 

35°C . dark, 20°C , dark, IS- 2°C . light, 20-30°C . light, and 20-3 00C. 

dark. 

Piscuzsion. Germination was noted as early as 

October II at 9:00 a.na.; a period of It? hours. (Table 7). 

Although germination was rather low for C. viscidiflorus 

there is sufficient evidence to conclude that seeds will ger- 

minate as soon as they are produced if temperature and moisture 



TABLE 7 

Germination of Newly Matured C, nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus 

Seeds in Light and Darkness at Different Temperatures 
* 

Lieht and Temp. C. nausoosus C, viscidiflorus 

Treataent 147 br. 17 days Total b? iis. 17 days Total 

15°C. Darkness 2 26 28 1 11 12 

20°C. Darkness 3 26 29 1 12 13 

]5...°C. Light 7 32 6 5 11 

20-30°C. Light U 20 31 7 7 ib 

20-30°C, Darkness 18 19 37 1 12 13 

Species Total 337 Species Total 63 

Germination 6V Germination 25% 

* Fifty seeds of each species at each treatment, 

conditions are favorable. No difference in germination s indi- 

cated beteen treatments of light and darkness . Dormancy did not 

appear to be present, but there may be a high degree of variability 

boteen seeds rthich results in scne seeds germirting at a later 

date, 

195b Seed Germination Studi 

An experiment in the seed laboratory 's designed to inves- 

tigate the optimum tunperature for germination, the rate of ger- 

nhiriation, and to obtain a ccparison of germination among . 

nauzeosue, L' viscidiflorue 
and A. tridentata seeds, 
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Metboda. Seeds for the l9b germination study re coflec- 

ted seven miles east of Bend along U. S. Highy 20 and in the 

valley near Milhican on November 7, l93. At this time most 

seeds had already be eri disseminated and as a result, even though 

a large voluriìe of plant material c obtained, the yield of 

viable seed s low. 

Seeds re cleaned and stored at room temperature for 9 

months. 

Germination temperatures included 0C., 100G., LS°C., 20°C., 

elternatin 1 hours of 20°C. and 8 hours oX 30°C., and 30°C. 

Fifty seeds of each species ere placed on moist paper toling 
in individual standard seed germinating dishes that then were 

distributed to seed germinators et for the temperatures selected. 

Replication as provided by a repetition of the eeriment aiter 

two weeke and again at Loin' eeks. Since there was a ahler 

amount of C. nauseosus seed available front the collections made 

near Bend, seeds from Millican nero used in the third replication. 

Most of the seeds at i1lican iere already disseminated then 

collections ere made and the ones coflected not top quality. 

Observations were made every telve hours for the first 

trree days of each replication and vore subsequently reduced to 

once each day. Seeds that remained in tne germination dishes 

after six veeks were cut to see if they irc filled. 

Results and Liseussion. Seed germination *ìs suiwnarized by 

considering the average amount of germination that occurred vtthin 

each of four time periods. Tiiese periods re from O to b6 hours, 
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betvcn !8 hours and 7 days, betven 7 days rind )J. days, and 

£rcm 14 days to l2 days. (Table 8, Figures 10, U, 12). 

Data obtained in this study iere statiatically ana1.rzed 

according to a cplit plot ctatit±ca1 design. (Table 9). 

Futhcr interpretation of the data and of Table 9 may be 

essential ±or a bettor understanding of the experimental recuits. 

The ,O level of significance is chosen as being su±'2icient to 

compac means of the various factors and interactions. 

The significance indicated for replications ir probably a 

result of ucing L. nauseosus seeds from a different seed source 

in the third replication, since the number of O. nauscosus ceds 

that genninated in the first and second replication is 273 and 

2L9 respectively, and only 75 in the third replication. Ho 

serious error je comzmiitted, hoiever, as the variation due to this 

different seed source is easily identified and provided for in 

the analysis of va'iance calculations. 

Time required for germination is a very important considera- 

tion. The overall means for time may be seen along the right sido 

of Table 10. 

A coraparison of the time interval means in their chronolog- 

ical order indicates that germination during the period from h8 

ILOUTS to 7 days is signifieantly di±ferent from either the first 

hours or the second ok of gexination. 

The difference beteeon species means in Table 10 supports 

the conclusion that there is a significant difference in overall 
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TABLE 9 

Summary of Analysis of Variance of C. n*useosua, 

C vjscidifloru, and A. tridentata Seed Germination 

Source of Variation Degrees 3f Freed Significance 

Replications 2 

Time 3 ** 

Reps x Time (error a) 6 

Species 2 

Temperatures 

Species x Temp. 10 

Time x Species 6 

Time x Temp. ]5 

Time x Species x Temp. 30 

Error b 136 

* Sigiificant at the .0 level. 

Significant at the .0]. level. 
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TABlE 10 

Average Germination oî C. nauseosuz, 
C. v scidiflo, 

and A. tridentata Seeds Thiring Four 
Time Intervals, 195b 

Av. for 

Time 
Time 

interval C. nauseosus C. viscidiflorus A. tridentata interval 

0-.148 tirs. 11.3 1.7 2.S 5.2 

143 tirs.- 

* * * 

7 days 11.9 12.6 9.14 11.3 

* * * * 

7 days - 

iii days 6.14 9.9 14.7 7.0 

ibdays- 
142 days 3.6 8.0 .i.14 5.3 

Species 
eans 8,3 8.1 * 5.2 

Time L.S.D. 2,66 at .05 level 

Species L.S.D. = 1,70 at .05 level 

Time x Species L.S.D. .85 at .05 level 

* Denotes that the difference beteen the means 
indicated is 

greater than the L.S.D. valuo. 



germination between sagebrush and rabbitbrush, but that no sig- 

nificant difference exists between C, nauseosus and C. viscidi- 

f brus. The inclusion of C. nauseosus seeds having a lower germ- 

Ination percentage in the third replication may be responsible for 

this apparent lack of difference between rabbitbrush species. 

The temperatures used in the experiment are not limiting to 

the gcrmination of rabbitbrush and sagebrush seeds. In addition 

there is no significant difference in the average number of seeds 

germinating at each temperature for each species where time is 

not a factor, 

rhen considering time in relation to the germination response 

of each species, there is a significantly different germination 

pattern for these brush seeds. (Table Most C. nauseosus 

seeds germinate as soon as b.8 hours and during the first week, as 

compared to C. viscidifborus and sagebrush hich do not have an 

early flush of germination within the first two days. These di!- 

forences are significant on the basis of the L.S.D. values. 

The general effect of time and temperature interaction can 

be seen in Table 11. Obviously a longer time is required at low 

tenperatures than at higher temperatures. By the time germina- 

tion is completed at 30°C., seeds are just starting to germinate 

at S°C. L.S,D. values indicate a support of this conclusion. 

The important interaction between time, species, and tem 

perature can best be Interpreted by a visual inspection of Figures 

10 and 11 which graphically illustrate the rate of germination 
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TABLE U 

Average Seed Oerndnation as Afíectd by 

Tizne and Tenperatures 

Tizne Teperatures 
periods !° 

j()O 
:is 20-30° 300 

O to 148 lire. O 0 13.7 6.7 9.2 10.13 

W3hrs.to * * * * 
7 days 2,3 12.3 17.13 15.2 11.7 8.9 

* * * * * * 
7 to 114 days 15.7 8.9 7,3 7.0 2.0 1.0 

113to * * 

132 days 12.2 8.0 3.3 3.8 2.13 2.2 

Temperature 
Means 7,6 7.3 8,2 8.2 6,3 

Time x Temperature L.3.D. = 1.83 at 05 level. 

* Signifies that the difference between the means indicated is 
greater than the L.S.D. 

at each temperature for C. nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus. 

.a. 
nauseosus seeds gerndnate faster than C. viscidiflorus or 

o o 
sagebrush seeds at 20-30 C., and at 30 C. temperatures. In 

contrast to this germination response, sagebrush and C. viscidi- 

florus seeds reach their znarinrnm rate of germination bet'ieen 

148 hours and 7 days at the higher temperatures. At the 1oer 

temperatures there appears to be no real difference in rate of 

germination boteen C. nauseosus and C. viscidif].orus since both 
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o o 
reach a peak in 7 days at 10 C arid in 3)4 days at S C Appai'- 

ently some dormancy exists in sagebrush seed as evidenced by 

the increasing germination rate after iLi days at 5°C. and 10°C. 

(Table 8 and Figure 12). A. tridentata seeds placed in -5°C. 

for 2 hours before planting in greenhouse experiments inLicated 

higher germination figures than did seeds not cold treated. 

J1oiever, Goodwin ( 22) reported no dormancy in A. tridentata, 

but did make the statement that, "Pren though stratification may 

not be essential to germination, such treatment did result in 

higher total germination". Apparently, terminology is more in 

conflict in this problem than are the data. 

1955 Seed Germination Study 

Several problems were suggested by the 19S1. germination 

trials. The first question, of course, s thether th general 

conclusions reached in 19SLi vu1d hold true vith seeds produced 

in a different year. Another problem concerned the possibility 

that a difference in ermination might exist between C. nauseosus 

and 2. viscidiflorus 
if seed sources for both species vvore from 

the saine locality, and whether a difference existed beteen seeds 

collected at different locations. Sagebrush seeds were not in- 

cluded in this study, as most of the above problems ere conaid- 

ered by Goodwin (22). 

Methods. Seeds ero collected in the last -week of September 

195b. This time s at the peak of seed dissemination at the 



first t collection locations at the Land Utilization Project 

near Madras, and at three miles south of Redmond in a large 

clearing in the Juniper forest. Seed dissemination s advanced 

at the third collection location in an abandoned homestead i mile 

of Fort Rock. 

Seeds verc cleaned according to the described tecrnique and 

stored in glass vials at room temperature for nine months. 

Fifty seeds were used in each germination dish and the same six 

temperatures used In the l9I teste 'nere also used. Seeds re 

lightly dusted th Captan, a commercia]. fungicide, before placing 

dishes in germthators. This treatment s used in an effort to 

test thether greater germination could occur in the last tiie 

period if the effects of' seed-borne fungi were reduced. 

Resulta 
S; 
Discussion. The resulting data were statistically 

analyzed by means of an analys!s of variance with a split plot 

statistical design. (Table 12). 

In a general y these data are in agreement zLth conclusions 

reached from the receding seed germination study, although 

several points are further clarified. 

Seeds collected at different locations did not show any 

significant difference in total germination, although seeds from 

Fort Rock had the 1ost percentage germination. This ±nformation 

helps to explain why a lower germination percentage was obtained 

in the third replication of the l9Lt Eermination study. Appar- 

ently the conclusion that no difference in seed germination 



Sumary of Statistica]. Analysis of Gerdnation of 
C. nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus Seeds at V'our Time Perioda 
and ix Temperatures. Seeds vere collected from three locations. 

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedi Stgnificance 

Locations 2 

Time 3 ** 

Locations . Time (error a) 6 - 
Species i 

Temperature S 

Species x Temp. S 

Time x Species 3 ** 

Time x Temp. as 

Locations x Species 2 

Locations x Temp. 10 

(error b) 91 

* Significance at .05 level. 

Significance at .01 level. 



exists bet,en locations should be modified to include the re- 

quirement that the stage of seed .ìevelonent iaust be somewhat 

similar for each location. 

Time is important s uld be expected. A germination 

pattern somehat similar to the l9Sh experiment resulted with 

the exception that a greeter amount of seeds germinated in the 

final time period. (Table 13). 

TABLE 13 

fvcrago Ciermination of C. viscidiflorus and C, nauseosus 

eods Luring Four Time Intervals, 19!5 

Time for 
interval L. nauseosus 

C. viscidiflorus time interval 

o-Lß arz. 4,2 .9 
* * 

h8 irs.-7 days 12.8 1.8 8.8 

* * 

7 days-114 days 7.6 8.3 7,9 
* * * 

1L days-2 days 15.3 16.9 16.I 

10.6 * 7.7 

Time L.S.D. .79 at .O level, 
Time x Species L.S.E. = 1.09 at .S level. 

* Denotes that the difference bcten the means indicated is 
greater than the L.S.D. 
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A significant difference in seed germination exists between 

C. nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus. This conclusion we.s suggested 

in the previous study, but was unsupported by conclusive evidence. 

One caution should be attached to this conclusion, however, that 

each species used in this study were given an identical cleaning 

treatment to remove all empty or low density seeds and any devia- 

tian from this acdu1e could possibly produce different results. 

As a the case in the 19L study, germination temperatures 

and the interaction between germination temperatures and species 

showed no significance. This again substantiates the conclusion 

that the experimental temperatures were not limiting to germina- 

tion, provided that ample time vas available. 

The relationship between time and species is further clari- 

fled by this study, as there is a significant difference between 

each of the time Intervals, However, the same germination pattern 

obserred in l95L is evident whereby C. nauseosus germinates faster 

than does £ viscidiflorus. Greater germination than in the 19S 

study appeared in the time period between 1h and I2 days because 

of the application of a fungicide. This suggests that many seeds 

in the field may be destroyed by seed-borne pathogens. 

Time and temperature relationships in this experiment are 

essentially the same as reported previously with the exception 

that a slightly longer period of time appeared to be necessary at 

each temperature in the entire experiment. 

Inasmuch as no significance vas indicated for locations, 
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there is correstondingly no relationship indicated betveen loca- 

tions and species or beten locations and temperatures. 

Fífects of Freezing and Soaking Upon Germination 

Rabbitbrush seeds normally undergo a certain amount of 

freezing temperatures during the winter months and seeds might 

be either moist or dry at the time of freezing. inasmuch as 

C. viscidiflorus seeds appeared to be scme'wbat lover in germ- 

ination as compared to C. nauseosus, a study is designed to 

test germination after soaking and freezing pregermination 

treatments. 

Methods. Combinations ol' soaking and temperature treatment 

re; seeds soaked and frozen 72 hours, seeds dry frozen 72 

hours, seeds dry frozen 16 hours, and a control having no soaking 

or freezing. i'ifty seeds of each species ere germinated for 

8 eeks at three temperature levels and under each pregennination 

treatments 

Results and Discussion. Data ere statistically analyzed 

by means of an analysis of variance with a randomized block de- 

sign. Significance iis indicated for treatments at the .OS level 

and for the interaction of species and treatments at the O and 

.01 levels. Values of L.S.D. may be used to compare differences 

betveen the average n'imiber of seeds of each species that germin- 

ated after each pregermination treatment. (Table lIi), 

C. viscidiílorus seeds soaked and frozen for 72 hours had 



TABLE 1)4 

Average C. nauoocus and C. viccidiflorus Seed Germination 

as rLelated to Soaking and Freezing Prior to Germination 

Pregerinination 
freatment 

Treatraent C. nauseonus C. viscidiflorus teans 

Control (no pretreatment) )4)4.3 2)4.3 68.6 

* * 

Soaked, £rozen 72 hrn. 17.0 3.3 2.3 

Dry-frozen 7. hrn. )4o.3 28.3 68,6 

try-frozen 16 hrn. 38.0 29.6 67.6 

Treatment L.S.D. 3.18 at 0 level. 

Species x Treatment L.S.D. 9.03 at .OS level. 

l6.8 at .01 level. 

* Indicates a significant difference between means. 

a significantly higher gexmination average tIan the control. 

(Table 1h). Freezing for 16 or 72 hours 'nithout soaking did 

not result in any significant differences although the data 

nuggcst that a slight increase may have resulted. C. nauseosus 

seeds appear to suffer a reduction in germination as a result 

of soaking and freezing. Freezing alone may reduce germination 

slightly but not enough to be significant. From tse data 

then, the conclusion may be reached that a pregerinination 

treatment of soadng and freezing for 72 hours results in in- 

creased germination of C. viscidiflorus seeds, but a decrease 

in C. nauceonus. No change in germination results from freez- 

ing if seeds are not soaked. 
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Free zig T eiperaturee turin Germination 

. 
viscidfflorus and C. naweoua seecU.ins should be re- 

siatant to freezing temperatures during germination. As a gen- 

eral xiilc, night temperatures drop below freezing during the 

period o1 seed germination under field conditions. 

Jethods. A small experiment was designed to study the 

effect of freezing on seeds germinated at S0C., ]$°C., and 30°C. 

Fifty seeds of each species ere placed on moist filter 

paper in separate germination dishes. One dish of each species 

was placed at each temperature. tdter seven days the number of 

germinated seeds re noted arid al]. six dishes were placed in 

-5°c. temperature for 2L hours. At the end of this period the 

dishes were returned to their original temperatures. Survival 

was based on the appearance of seedlings at the end of one week. 

By this time life or death was readily apparent, Subsequent 

germination was recorded at the end of 6 weeks. 

Results and Liscussion. Although limited data are provided, 

there is some evidence that very young seedlings are able to sur- 

vive freezing temperatures if they have germinated under condi- 

tians of low temperature . ( Table iS ) . In addition, these data 

bear out the conclusion that germination of C. viscidiflorus 

seeds is increased by a pretreatment of soaking and freezing 

which was essentially what happened to the C. viscidiflorus 

seeds that germinated after the 2)4 hour freeze. 



TABLE iS 

Effect of Freezing Temporatures on Young SeedlIngs 

and. Sibsequent Germination 

Germination T perature 

oc. 15°c. 

C. C. 
fl 

C. C'. . t. 

Conditions naueosus visci&lorus nausosus viscidTflorus nausosus viscidiflorw3 

No seeds 
gern. in 
7dayø 32 :is 3 17 LO 7 

No seedlings 
survived after 
214hr.freeze o o o o 

Subsequent 
gemixation 10 32 3 28 0 is 



Inhibition 2 4°' 

No formal experiment was set up to investigate inhibition, 

although se observations of germination suggest that under 
certain conditions inhibition may be operating. 

In an effort to germinate all of the viable seeds in some 

L. nauseosu seed collections in ich the extraneous plant 

material was not removed, but 'v*s present in the gennination 

dish, the germination percentage s extremely low. At the same 

time these seeds mere in the germinator, another experiment '*a 

being conducted with seeds of the same species but from another 

location. The extraneous material consisting of involucral 

bracts, pappus, and dried coroilas had been removed. In the 

latter experiment a much higher germination response vas obtained. 

Certainly this evidence is not conclusive, but interesting 

enough that further investigations should be made. 
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SEEDLING TBLISUET 

Introduction 

Seedling establishment is the critical period in the life 

cycle of a plant. During this period many important environ- 

mental factors have to be met or tolerated for the seedling to 

survivc Many ecologists are of the opinion that the seedling 

stage is the deciding point in important ecological relation- 

ships such as succession, competition, invasion, and dominance. 

Successful invasion of rabbitbrush into improved pastures 

and depleted rangelands depends upon the ability of rabbitbrush 

seedlings to become established under field conditions which may 

often be less than optimtn. Characteristics vhich may enable 

seedlings to survive under the harsh semi-desert environment may 

include a high rate of racU.clo and root growbh, a tolerance to 

high and low temperatures, an enduranco of droug}t, a tolerance 

of soil conditions, which might include a range from coarse to 

finely textured heavy soils, and be able to germinate and grow 

at various depths of planting. 

The adverso field conditions described above may be a barrier 

to establishment in most years, but there are some years in thich 

field conditions are not as limiting. The presence of groups of 

even-aged rabbitbrush stands indicata that it mas in these fz;.- 
able years that many of the present day colonies of rabbitbrush 

became established. 
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Experimentation to determine some of the conditions under 

which rabbitbrush becomes established was carried out in the 

greenhouse and where possible, in the field. Sagebrush seedlings 

were included in many of the studies for comparison. 

Data from these experiments indicate to a degree some of 

the capabilities of rabbitbrush for establishment. 

Seedbed Condition 

The condition of the seedbed is an important factor in seed- 

ling establishment and many species have been investigated from 

this point of view. Glendenin and faulson ( 21) found that most 

velvet mesquite (irosopAs var. velutina (Voot.) Sarg.) 

seeds failed to germinate on the surface of bare mineral soil. 

Although a few seeds did germinate, the radicles failed to pene- 

trate the soil, They concluded that maximum germination occurred 

on coarse, sandy soil at a planting depth of one inch. Wilson 

(60) found that seedlings of chamiza (Atrlp].ex canescens James) 

became established from fall germinations in the shade of other 

bushes. Highest germinations of A. canesceris occurred from seeds 

lying near the surface of the soil for a few months before cool 

weather arrived. He concluded that the best planting depth de- 

pended upon the soil texture. Field observations of guayule 

made in Brewster County, Texas, by Muller (3S) indicated that 

seedlings were found principally on minor level spots with a 

fair mantle of soil. A small amount of dull did not appear to 



affect gern1nation, but thick uuf.t' layers reduced germination 

by excluding seeds from contact ith the soil. 

The foregoing references merely point out some of the seed- 

bed conditions required for the establishment of various semi- 

desert plant species. Inasmuch as rabbitbrush appears to be 

most competitive ori disturbed areas the question arises as to 

that necessary seedbed condition, if any, is supplied by distur- 

bances. 

A comparative study in the greenhouse considered the seedbed 

condit1on required by A. tridentata, C. nauseosus and C. viscidi- 

f brus. 

Sethod$. Fifty seeds of each species ire planted in 12" 

x 18" greenhouse flats filled with pumice soli, under each of the 

following conditions: 

1. On bare soil surface. 

2. On soil surface covered with grass and shrub litter. 
3. On soil surface covered with powiered sagebrush leaves 

and stens. 
14. Covered with 1/8" of pumice soil. 

S. Covered with i/b" pumice soil. 

Conditions No. i. and No. 2 vere selected because of the natural 

or undisturbed conditions they suggest. Condition No. 3 was used 

to test for possible inhibition of germination and establishment 

because of the presence of sagebrush. Conditions No. 14 and 5 

'vere selected on the assumption that disturbance would result in 

a cover of soil by reason of trampling animal feet and wind b1oi 

soil particles. Seeding depths of 1/8" and 1/148 vere maintained 

by leveling the soil surface in the greenhouse flats. ooden 
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toothpicks vith to niarks 1/8" or i/1" apart ere then inserted 

in the soil up to the first mark. Seeds re soai and soil 

then scattered over the flat until the second mark on the tooth- 

pick s covered. 

Flats ere lightly tered twice weekly which alloscd the 

soil surface to dry out between each watering. Seedlings viere 

counted as being established and viere removed from the flat one 

week after cotyledons had e:panded and become functional. The 

experiment v.s carried on for five weeks t allow for delayed 

germination. Reliability of experimental results va$ increased 

by repeating the experiment three times. 

Results and Discussion. Data from this experiment .s ana- 

lyzed as a split plot statistical design. Significance we.s in- 

dicated at the 0 level for aeedbed conditions, but not for 

species. The interaction between seedbed condition and species 

also failed to indicate any significance. 

Very little seedling establishment of any species occurred 

on the bare soil surface or on the soil surface covered with a 

thin layer of sagebrush powder. No conclusion can be reached 

concerning inhibition of germination or seedling growth by the 

sagebrush poder. This condition *s too similar to the bare 

soil conditions and yielded results too variable for any clear 

interpretation. On the other hand, moderately high establishment 

of ail seedlings occurred under grass and shrub litter cover, 

i/8Tt soil cover, and 1/Li" soil cover. A significant difference 
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a indicated beten surface 1antings without any Utter cover 

or with a thin layer of agebruh powder ad the other seedbed 

conditions. Seedling establishrnnt is greatest where there is 

soue type of cover, either litter or soil. 

The experinenta1 results of the interaction beteen species 

and seedbed condition justify the conclusion that there is no 

difference in seedbed requirements on this soil type beten the 

three shrub species considered. Apparently rabbitbrush and sage 

brush have a fairly wide toicrance for various seedbed conditions. 

The ability to becoxiìc established under various seedbed conditions 

ou1d seem to be an important contributing factor to the success 

of these shrubs in auming doninance in plant communities. 

Because this experiment uas conducted on one soil type, con- 

cUisions arc rather liniited in thei.r scope. Further trials ere 

initiated wdth soils from several locations and the results 

appear in the follo?ing section. 

Depth of Seedi in Various Soils 

Little work has been done on the resp:nse of shrubs from arid 

regions to soils and depth .f seeding. Most literature on the 

subject concerns cultivated crops on roductive soils. Data re- 

ported by Murphy and Amy ( 36 ) inoicate a differential response 

of grasses and legumes to depth of planting on five soils. A 

greater planting depth in heavier soils gave less seedlings einer- 

gence. A study of depth of seeding timothy (Phleuin pratense L.) 

by 1'iliiis (9) In relation to different moisture levels 
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indicated that deeper planting gave best results under low 

moisture. :hen considered in terms of rabbltbrush this may be 

very important under dry range conditions on sandy soils. 

R.abbitbrush has been reported by Daubenrnire (ls) in climax 

association on sandy soils, but field observations in many areas 

indicate that it occupies other soll types under disturbed con- 

ditions. To determine whether this occurrence is due to some 

response in the seedling stage, six soils from various locations 

in eastern Oregon were used in greenhouse experiments. 

Methods. Selection of soils for the experiment was based 

on location and presence or absence of rabbitbrush. A brief dea- 

cription of the location and type of vegetatln of the soils 

chosen for experimentation follows: 

No. 1. }Lillican valley bottomland. .indb1oin pumice 

soll supporting a dense stand of C. viscidiflorus 

with some A. tridentata arid Sitanlon 
hystrix. 

Sample taken at O" -ó. 

No. 2. Five miles east of Millican on higher ground, and 

of a finer texture than No. 1. Vegetation present 

included A. tridentata and C. viscidiflorus in 

equal dom!nance, plus Festuca idahoensis E]n., Pos 

secunda Presi. and Eriogon spp. Sample taken 
oft ott. 

No. 3. Squaw Butte Experiment Station. South Range. 
Sandy in appearance. C. viscidifl.orua abundant. 

Other species mentioned for No. 2 were present 

in this area. Impervious caliche layer at l8tt_2Ott. 

Sample taken O" 6". 

No. Li. Near entrance to Squaw Butte Experiment Station 

on gentle north facing slope. Shallow rocky soil 

supporting a stand of Artemisia arbuscu].a and 

2 viscidiflorus. Other planta present included 

Festuca idahoens is , S itanion bystrix, Koeleria 

cristata, Eriogonum sphaerocephalum. Sample 
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taken O" - 

No. S. One mile from entrance to Squaw Butte Lxperi- 
ment Station. Alkaline bottomland area vege- 
tated primarily -dth Artemisia cana and Muhien- 

bergia spp. No rabbitbruah present. Sample 
taken from O" - 3". 

No. 6, Two miles east of Clamo in a dry canyon 
bottomland. A red clay soil. Soil appeared 

to be "self-mulching" with the two surface 

inches cracked and broken up by contraction 
upon drying. No vegetation present except for 
a few 'seedy annuals. Sample taken O" - 3". 

These soils were further characterized by laboratory deter- 

mination of pH, particle size, cations and cation exchange cap- 

acity. (Table 15). Data on cations and cation exchange ca;:acity 

re provided by tne Soils Testing Laboratory, Oregon State 

College. 

Soils re prepared for the experiment by breaking up clods 

and sieving through a i/Li" mesh screen. Three greenhouse flats 

'were filled to within an inch from the top with each soil. Each 

flat s sub-divided into three sections and the following species 

and depths ere completely randomized over the nine sub-divisions 

for each soil type: 

Three species. L, rìauseosus, C. viscidiflorus and A. tridentata. 

SO seeds for each. 

Three depths. Surface with litter, 1/8" and 1/Ii". 

Proper depth was maintained by marked toothpicks as described in 

the previous experiment with seedbed condition. A 1/8" layer of 

peat moss was scattered over the surface planting to orovide better 
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moisture relations and to simulate to litter condition in the 

field. This was necessary in view f the extremely low gcrznin- 

ation obtained in the previous experimmt where seeds were 

placed only on the bare soil surface Flats were sprinkled 

equally twice weekly for a period of five weeks at ithich time 

the number of seedlings established s recorded ind ie experi- 

ment was repeated. A total of three replicates was arried out. 

Results and Discussion. The six soils in e experiment 

appear to fall into three groups. (Table 16). The first group 

includes Soils No. 1, 2, and 3, which according to Textural 

classification of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and 

Agricultural gineering, U. S D. A., are loamy sarxìs. They 

have a low cation exchange capacity and support rabbitbrush and 

sagebrush vegetation. The second group of soils includes Nos. 

L and S and covers a wider range of variability. These soils 

classify as sandy loam and loam soils respectively. Only the 

sandy loam soil had C. viscidif].orus growing on it, A third 

category consists only of No. 6, a clay soil which is very dif- 

ferent from the other five soils in many respects, most important 

0.1 hich is its "self-mulching' characteristic. This character- 

istic may be due to the flocculating action of its high sodium 

content or to the presence of 2:1 expanding lattice clays. The 

absence of' any permanent vegetatIon on this soil seems to be 

a result of arid conditions and the loss of water by cracking 

and baking. 



TABLE 16 

Certain Characteristics o Six Soi1 Froni Eastern Oregon 

Mechanical analysis Texbural Parts per million 
Na 

E C. 
meJOQg. 

J_o %Sand311tC]a1 

1 81& 13 3 Loany 6.8 1200 770 6Io 1 U.09 
gand 

2 8i U S LoaTty 6.3 1VO 22 U.9 
sand 

:3 81 1h Lo8 y 6.7 1000 h1O 730 1? 11.26 

sand 

I S9 30 U Sandy 6.8 1670 770 3500 2 19S3 
loam 

S I8 32 20 Loam .8 1660 7]17O 62 194S 

6 30 28 L2 Clay 7.1 7500 6Ó 980 flD i7.146 
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Data on seedling estab1iskent as statistically analyzed 

by a randomized block design. (Table 17). 

TABLE 1? 

Suxmary of Statistical Analysis of Seedling Establishment 

at Different Depths on Six Soils of Eastern Oregon 

Source of Variation 

Replication 

Soil 

Species 

Soil x Species 

Depth 

Soil x Depth 

Species x Depth 

Soil x Species x Depth 

Deges of' Freedom Significance 

2 ** 

** 

2 

lo * 

2 ** 

lo 

¿4 ** 

20 

* Indicates significance at the .O level. 

* Indicates significance at the .01 level. 

The average number of' seedlings established in the entire 

experiment was similar when considered independent from inter- 

actions with rarticular soils and planting depths. (Table 18), 

However, there are differences beten the response of these 

species at different depths and on different soils, By means of 

L.S.D. values conclusions may be drawn as to whether there is a 



TABLE 18 

Average Seedling Establishment on Six Soils 

£ro Eastern Oregon 

Average Seedling Establishment 

Soil Soil 

1«,. C. nauseosus C. viscidiflorus A. tridentata mean 

1 10.6 7.0 12.0 9.9 

2 10.3 5.I. 9.14 8.14 

3 14.9 .7 14.14 3.3 

14 .8 6.0 2.9 

2.2 .7 2.9 1.9 

6 2.3 10.00 7.1 6.S 

Species 
1ean 6.0 .o 6. 

Soil L.S.D. = 2.87 at ,0 1eve1 3.80 at .01 level. 

Soil x Species L.S.D. 14.98 at 0 level. 

real difference betveen various soils, depths, Soil x Species 

interactions or Species x Depth interactions. 

Seedling establishment on the six soils appears to be re- 

lated to the texture (Table 18). A difference of 3.8 beteen 

the average of the means of the first three soils and the 

average of the means for Soil No. 14 and is greater than the 

L.S.D. The three plant species used in the experiment are more 

successful on loamy sand soils similar to Nos. 1, 2, and 3 than 
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on 6andy loam and loam soils sinillar to No. 13 and 5. Establish- 

ment of seedlings on the heavy red clay soil as much higher 

than would be expected and niay be related to flocculation and 

self-oiulching ol' this soil upon drying. 

iven though a high deee of variability exists for the 

response of these species on the six soils, a trend is readily 

apparent by looking at the various species means on each soil 

type. (Table 18). The difference betwoen the species means on 

No. 1, the sandiest soil, and on No, 5, the heaviest soil, is 

greater than the L. .D . Hovever, there is not a significant dif- 
ference between the general response on the three sandy soils and 

on the two heavy soils. Again Soil No. 6 should not be compared 

with the other five soils, because it does not behave exactly as 

a heavy soil, due to self-niulching which allows seedling emergence 

up through many sniafl cracks in the surface. 

Even though soil No. 6 had no rabbirush or sagebrush gro 

Ing on it, the results of this experiment suggest that under moist 

conditions seedlings of woody species could become established. 

Whether seedlings would be permanent on thIs type of soil would 

depend o other factors, such as frost heaving and high surface 

temperature. 

E viscidiflorus appears to be highly variable in its response 

ioh may be interpreted as an indication of the wide ecologic 

amplitude this species possesses. No definite conclusion can be 

made regarding seedling establishment on various soils, although 
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there is scue evidence suestin that pare of the success ol' 

rabbitbrush may be attributed to the easier seedling Ensergence 

possible in sandy soils. 

Selection of 1/8" anL l/" planting uspths vs based on 

the observation that vt. r y little opportunity exists in t field 

for a soil cover much greater than i/1", except in special cases 

o.f disturbance. Hover, the responses to the depths used in 

the reenhoue flats are not directly transforable to the field 

mainly because of different moisture relations, Under conditions 

exerienced in the grsenh3ue, planting depth appears to be very 

iaportant. The conclusion that there is a difference between 

seedling establishment at various planting depths is justified 

and in agreement with most £iudins in relation to this s.thject. 

(Table 19 ) In addition, t1.ese data further clarify the results 

obtained in the seedbed-codition experiment, which, because of 

limited observations did not indicate any significant difference 

beten species under tLo various seodbed treatnients. Here is 

seen at least o. differonce betveen surface, VB" and i/1" planting 

depth for au 8pecies. No siiificance s indicated for the 

interaction, soil X depth, which should yield pertinent data, but 

as either masked by the low seedling estsblisinent on heavy soile 

and the relatively high seedling establislimient on sandy soils 

regardless of depth, or by modification of soil relationships by 

greenhouse o oridit ions. 



TABLE 19 

Average Seedling Etab1ishment in Relation to 

Depth of Planting 

Average Number of Seedlings Per Species 

Planting 
depth C. nauseosus 

Swface 9.1 

1/8" 6.L 

1/IL" 2,6 

G. viscidiflorus 

* S.S * 

6.1 

3.3 

Depth 
A. tridentata mean 

1J3.1 9.7 
* * 

I.3 
* * 

.6 2.2 

Depth L.S.D. 2.69 at .OS 1evel 2.03 at .01 level. 

Species x Depth L.S.I). 352 at .O 1eve1 14.66 at .01 level. 

* Indicates significance beteen means. 

Purther information is available in considering individual 

species response at the various planting depths. (Table 19). 

There appears to be no dii.íerence beten surface and 1/8" plan- 

ting for C. nauseosus, but there is a difference at the .05 

level between i/C" and i/IL". viscidiflorus indicated no 

significant difference betien any of the planting depths thich 

again may be a further suggestion of its idde range oi tolerance. 

. 
tridentata seedling establisbnent appears to be significantly 

greater at the surface and at 1/8r depth than at 1/IL" depth, 

which leads to the conclusion that sagebrush requires a shaflow 

planting depth. In the experiment with seedbed condition the 

hypothesis s advanced that secdlin establishment at a siiallow 

seeding depth indicated undisturbed conditions . Thus, sagebrush 
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could be characterized as being most successful as a climax 

species as compared to rabbitbrush which increases its range 

and invades new areas as a result of disturbance. 

The second order interaction, species x soil x depth, did 

not indicate any significance. Interactions of this tre are 
difficult to interpret and, considering the high degree of varia- 

bility in the data, no attempt dU be made to explain this re- 

suit. 

Success of seedling establishment on arid sandy soils 

evokes speculation as to why and how these soils provide essen- 

tía]. conditions. These sandy soils are low in their nutrient 

holding ability as indicated by a cation exchange capacity. 

(Table ]S). Correspondingly, base saturation is high. Sandy 

soils have a low specific surface which results in a low vater 

holding capacity. In addition, they experience rapid percolation, 

making soil moisture unavailable to shallow-rooted plants. 

Hovever, these disadvantages are balanced by favorable features. 

floot penetration is greater in sandy soils. Veihmeyer and 

Hendrickson (SJ) found that the size of the pore spaces was 

limiting to the penetration of' grape roots, which uid not 

penetrate soils with an apparent density of 1.9 or above. Seed- 

ling emergence is also greater in sandy soils due to the lack 

of crust formation. Shaw (17) states that the most important 

effect of crusts is the prevention of seedling emergence, Ex- 

cavations at the end of the eqeriment revealed that many seed- 
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linge re unable to penetrate the crust formed on soils No. 14 

arid . 

This study suggests that the greater occurrence of rabbit- 

brush on coarse textured soils of eastern Oregon may be partly 

related to certain factors in the seedling stage. Coarse tex- 

tured or flocculated soils appear to permit greater rabbitbrush 

seedling emergence and root grovth. 

Initial Seedling Establishment in the Field 

Experimental rk in the greenhouse indicated a large nimiber 

of seedlings associated vith a litter or soil cover. Even though 

greenhouse studies supply valuable information and clarify some 

plant relationships, such studies need to be verified in the field. 

Field observations indicated that most seedlings established 

in previous years could be found in grass and shrub litter on 

the north and northeast sides of older rabbitbrush and sagebrush 

plants. In addition to finding seedlings around the base of 

older plants, they %ere also found in areas associated with micro- 

relief on the north Lacing slopes of small mounds of wind blown 

soil particles and on the north facin; nine of small indentations 

made by animal feet. 

Muller makes the observation (3g) that the presence of a 

nurse plant seemed most effective in the establishment of guayule 

seedlings. He reported that almost every plant capable of cast- 

ing a shadow was sheltering a few seedlings. 



De8cription of Study Area. Field studies were conducted 

at Millican which is on the margin of the Harney section defined 

by Frneman (19), approximately 20 miles east of Bend and 32 

miles directly south of Prineville. 

Fennernan noted that the Harney section has internal drain- 

ac with the soils made up wholly or in part by broken up pumice 

that ranges in particle size from dust to lapilli. This area 

is characterized as a 83reat Sandy Desert". Mulcan s chosen 

as a site for field experimts because both C. nauseosus and 

.2. 
viscidiflorus are present in abundance and because this area 

typifies marr of the rang1ands on which rabbitbrush Is a prob- 

lem. Although ather data are not recorded at Millican, the 

approxinate ather conditions for the area may be determined 

fron climatic maps of Oregon located in the J. S. D. A. Yearbook 

for 19t1 (S?). January tcinperatures average beten 2h°F. and 

28°F. The July temperatures average beteen 60°F. and 62°F. 

The groping season averages about 80 dar l'' durati'n; the 

average day for the last killing frost in the spring occurs be- 

tveon May lO and June 20, and the first killing frost in the 

fail occurs about August 30. Hoever, Bend and other Central 

Oregon areas have recorded freezing temperatures on every day of 

the year and the sane could be expected for Mullican. 

Annual precipitation is variable from year to year, but 

generally amounts to beten 8 and 10 inches, which occurs mostly 

during winter months in the form of snow or in spring thunder- 
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shovers For more detailed information reference should be 

made to Tables 3 and I. concerning precipitation at Squaw Butte 

xperiment Station 'which i quite etmiparable in climate. 

Soils of the area aro built up f rn parent material con- 

sisting o.f gray dacite pumice particles of the size of medi 

sand. Valley bottoms, sudi as in the iillican basix have been 

covered with pumice alluvium from the surrounding hills The 

depths of this pumice larer ax variable, but generally ranges 

íri 30 to LO inches nd rests on a layer of gravel. There 

appears to be little organic matter in the A1 horizon. 

Apparently as a result of percolation into the gravel laser, 

no lime accumulation zone has been found in the valley bottant at 

iîillican, 

Soils of the slopes 3urrounding the ilhican basin and soils 

of similar slopes in the general area are more shallow, possibly 

because of erosion and loss of the pumice mantle to the valley 

botta. Pumice particles are present in lesser concentration in 

the soil profiles of these slopes. 

In the valley bottcn at Miflicari the follo'wing profile may 

be chacteried: 

A1 Light bron. Medium sandy soil, slight surface 
crust in spring that disappears upon drying. 
Organic matter lacking or very low. 

C Gray broui. Medium sandy soil. 5ote finer 
1-36" parbicles accumulated In this horizon. Has a 

general uniform appearance. 

D Medium gravel. 



Soils of this area are ciroughty soils becauae of the pumice. 

Therefore, they look more like the Grey Desert coils than they 
2 

actually are. The Prinoville and the Desehutes soil surveys list 
soils in adjacent areas as 13ron soils or Chestnut soils. This 

suggests that the soils in the Mulcan area might not be as 

closely related to desert soils as s described in the 1938 

Yearbook of Agriculture (b8). 

Soil moisture determinations vere made in the stmmier of 

19S and 19S5 by means of electrical resistance readings of 

plaster-of-paris blocks. Ten moisture snpling stations ere 

located 0.2 of a mile apart along the aded road that leads 

to the Cabin Lake ranger station. Blocks ere placed 6 inches 

away from the north east side of a mature rabbitbrush plant at 
four depths; 36 inches, 18 inches, 12 inches, and I inches. 

Eeadins ere taken approximately every tvx, eeks from the last 
of April to the last of August each year. (Table 20). 

Since Table 20 does not indicate the amount of variability 

for the mean ohms resistance at the various depths, this irifor- 

niation is provided in the appendix. In the sagebrush and rabbit- 

brush covered valley at Millican there appears to be little 

variation In the bottomland area. However, electrical resistance 

readings for this area indicate a high degree of soil moisture 

vaabi1ity betieen locations. A an example, most of the 

2. Soil Conservation Service, U S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
Descriptive Legends in Unpublished Soil Surveys of the 
Prineville and the Deschutes areas. 



TABLE 20 

Mean of OIn Readings Obtained by Bouyouoo Bridge at Four 
Depths for Ten Field Locations Near 
Millican, Oregon -l9L and l9S 

Depth 

Date ___ ____ _!" 36" 

l951 

May 2 l,&50 1,390 1,380 1,230 

May O 1,611 1,686 1,6 1,230 

June 12 1,800 1,300 2,180 l,20 

July 10 3614,81Li. 2?,890 7i, 730 33, 700 

Aug. 3 53,000* LC*3,375 71,906 hO, 218 

Aug. 29 972,222 2I1,56O 210,380 130,155 

195 

April 23 16,770 66,690 79,780 78,730 

Lay 1h 26,710 57,190 6h,350 60,870 

May 23 l2,7O b9,b80 62,000 50,568 

June 12 336,b70 96, 2h0 i0i,boo 72,lhO 

June 30 6147,060 201,200 1914,180 122,360 

July 9 2148,100 195,000 187,100 99,600 

July 26 l,o814,000 2148,300 226,150 114h85O 

Aug. 5 1,55o,000 5140,900 3oL,000 190,630 

Aug. 22 1,396,000 510,500 371,800 185,65o 

* Readings re not obtained on plats. 



readings on August 22, 195 1or the 36" depth re about 200,000 

ohin, but tho range as from 7,900 to 00,00C even though b1ock 

at each of tb depths sampled vere within a range of 100 olnus 

variability hon calibrated in distilled vater in the laboratory. 

The data collected during the years l9 and 19% indicate that 

these areas 'roild require a considerable rniiber of soi1-oisture 

observation stations to adequately sample the range of variability 

that exists in an otherwise uniform looking area. 

The admittedly Inadequate sampling does indicate, hoever, 

that depletion of soil moisture in thc general area occurred at 

a fairly rapid rate in 19% and by June 30 most locations had 

an ectreme1y low amount of available viater remaining. This makes 

a very etriking comparison with the same period in l9. 
(I'igure 13 ) . Cviously, there is quite a difference beticen the 

available moisture remaining at the end of the growing season, 

even aon two comparatively dry suimners are considered. (Table 

3). These data are particularly significant because of the 

location of the plaster-of-paris blocks near the base of mature 

rabbitbrush plants bere seedlings have been observed to be most 

succeasThily established in previous years. 

Calibration of o1 resistance in terms of percent moisture 

of the pumice soil from this area is discussed In a later section 

de,1 ìg Lth drought endurance of seedlings in pumice soil. For 

information dealing th the relationship of ohms resistance to 

percent moisture reference should be made to Figure 16, 
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Figure 13. Average ohms Resistance at l depths for lo field locations near Millican, l9-55. 



Uethods. Field stuiy plots on seedling establishment re 

set up in areas adjacent to the ten soil moisture sampling 

stations. Al]. vegetation s removed for an area oi.' approxiniately 

loo square feet to avoid the effect3 of cpetizig vegetation. 

The purpose of these plots vas to evaluate £ nauseous, C. 

viscidffloru and A. tridentata seedling establisìment under coin- 

binations of shade, no shade, litter, and no litter. To avoid 

the possible introduction of seeds contained in natural litter 

in the area, dry greenhouse peat moss as substituted. A lath 

shade frame three feet square provided approximately shade. 

(Figure la). 

On March 2, l9, lOo seeds of each shrub species ere 

planted at approxImately i/La depth under each of the following 

conditlons 

1. Under shade frame vith peat moss litter. 

2. Under shade frame without peat moss litter. 

3. No shade with peat moss litter. 

b. No shade without peat moss litter. 

Visits iere made to the plots every to veeks to make ob- 

servations on seedlings, temperature, arid moisture. Soil sur- 

l'ace temperatures under the shade frame and in the open re 

recorded by maxim.un therniieters. Soil moisture at 1h" soil 

depth ES measured by a plaster-of-paris block. 

Results and Discussion. Inmiediately after seeds ere plan- 

ted the area s covered with about one Inch of snow. Temper- 

atures remained fairly low for over to weeks, thus permitting 

some semblence of a normal cold treatment for the planted seeds. 
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Figme 114. A view of field experimental design for seedling 
establishment study. 



Very few of the L,OOO seeds of each species germinated. By April 

23 sorne seedlings had developed, but on May 1h a few additional 

eeed].ings vere recorded. A eater mmibcr of C. riaucosus seed- 

lings re recorded in initial establishnent than rc C. viscidi- 

f brus seedlings. (Table 21). Apparently the conditions for 

pretreatment of sagebrush seeds, storage tperatures, and field 

temperatures after seeding were not satisfactory for :ennination 

of sagebrush as indicated by the coniplete lack of any sagebrush 

seedlings. 

TABLC 21 

Total Number of Seedlings Initially Established 

Under Field Conditions of Shade and Litter 

Number seedlings established 
C, nauzosus C. viscidiflorue A, tridentata 

Shade ith litter 3h 39 0 

Shade itiiout litter O 

No shade ith litter 22 b O 

No shade, no litter 12 1 0 

f o 
Total seedlings 12O 79 0 

Data on initial seedling establishment re not statistically 

analyzed because of the variability of the data and because of 

the conparativc1y low number of seedlings involved, especially 

where no shade 'was provided. The experiment is valuable, hover, 
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because it euphas1ze the large number of viable seeds required 

£zr initial eod1ing establishment, and because there are at 

1eat some suggested requirements for ceedling establishment in 

the field. Shade appears to be irnportant, especially in a dry 

year, as indicated by the establisbment of 160 seed1ing under 

shade as compared with 39 eeed11ns established out in the open. 

Ninety-nine seedlings vere observed under a litter cover a coni- 

pared to 100 CCd1in1'S on plots without a litter cover, which 

suggent that a litter cover is not an e.sentia1 factor as long 

as shade and soll cover is provided. Another interesting point 

is the higher number of C. nauseosus seedlings that became estab- 

lished in the experimental plots wh ch are on a typically C. 

vlscidif].orus habitat. vidently the reaaon for the absence of 

mature C. nauseosus plants in the bottomland area at il1ican is 

due to sone factor other than initial seedling establishment. 

More conclusive evidence probably could be obtained in a 

future study concerning rabbitbrush seedling establishment by 

obtaining more seedlins through fail planting or the good £or 

tune of receiving more favorable spring ieather conditions, 'what- 

ever they may bc 

Seedling Mortality in the Field 

To obtain an estimate of field conditions under which seed- 

lings exist or die, observations 'ero made of seedlings initially 

established in the recedlng study. 
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Methods. Mortality of seedlings vs recorded at successive 

two-.ek interra1s. soil surface temperatures on shaded and un- 

shaded areas re recorded along with soli moisture readings for 

each cleared eer.mental area. 

Roult and Discussion. By June 12 over half cf the seed- 

Ungs had died. The actual cause of seedling mortality is Ulf- 

ficult to ascertain from the data obtained. (Table 22) . In 

addition to io'w moisture and high soil surface temperature one 

uld expect that rate of temperature rise and rate of soil 

moisture depletion u1d be interacting to produce an unfavor- 

able environrnent. Field observations suggest that root develop- 

ment ,as retarded by unfavorable conditions and as a result roots 

dICI not grow fast enough to keep moisture 

Further evidence is given to this hypothesis by root excavations 

on June 12. (Figures 15, 16). Without disturbing young plants 

stili living, many of the dead seedings iere carefully removed 

fron the soll. The avo1ac?e root lenh of 23 C. nauseosus seed- 

lings s 18.b mm., as ccnared with an average root length of 

19.8 rmn. for 17 C. viscicliflorus seedlings. 

The conclusion appears justified that oven though C. nauseo- 

!2 and £ visoidiflorus seeds are able to germinate and the 

seedlings are established, they will not persist if spring rains 

are not f orthciln, during May and June to maintain adequate 

soil moisture near the surface. 



TA3L 22 

Seedling Mortality, Soil Surface Tcnportture, and Soil Moisture at ì" Depth 

No. dead No. dead 

L. nauseosus C viscidiflorus Average soil Mean oha 
seedlings eeLings Surface temp. reading at 14" 

Date Shade No Shade Shade No Shade Shade No Shade 

May 28 35 13 6 0 3114.0 131.0 1,2140 

Jurio 12 Si 13 0 130.8 1146.3 66,58o 

June 30 12 8 35 14 136,3 151.14 157,639 

July 9 8 0 10 1 108.1 127.0 35,520 

86 314 714 5 

'o 
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Figure ]5. Dead C. nauseosus seedlings excavated on Juno 
12, 1S5. 

Figure 16. Dead C. viscidiflorus seedlins excavated on June 
12, 155. 



Radicle ilongation 

One of the most important features of rabbitbrush seedlings 

is a rapid elongation of radicles and young roots. This character- 

istic is extremely advantageous in the dry sandy soils of eastern 

Oregon where roots must grow fast enough to keep pace with soil 

moisture depletion in the upper soil profile. 

Methods. To study the rate of rad.icle and root elongation, 

12 to 2L-hour-old seedlings of C. nauseosus, C. viscidiflorus, 

and . tridentata from the seed germination experiment re used. 

These seedlings 'ere taken from the germination dishes and placed 

ori moist paper toweling, which was roiled and placed in an up- 

right position in the seed germinators at the same tuperatures 

used in the germination experiment. Because of the problem of 

differentiating betiveen hypocotyl and raciicle in some seedling-s, 

only total elongation s considered. Millimeters of elongation 

s measured every 12 hours for the first three days and then the 

time Interval was extended to every 2b. hours. 

Results and Discussion. A comparison of the rate of radicle 

elongation of rabbitbrush and sagebrush reveals that rabbithrush 

seedlings have an elongation rate approdmately t'dce that of 

sagebrush seedlings. (Table 23). Unless this difference is later 

modified by more rapid groth or different character of growth, 

C. nauseosus and C, viscidiflorus seedlings appear to nave an 

advantage over A. tridentata. Data from other experiments clarify 

this point. 



TABLE 23 

iadic1e Elongation of Ten Seedlings of C. nauseosus, G. viscidiflorus and A. trldentata 

for 36 Hours at Six Taperatures 

Temperatures in degrees centigrade 

pc4!& Replication 3Ø0 °3O° O O 100 

.. nauzeaau 3. 9,9 9.9 nrni 10.7 w mm 2.L in l.h3 x:a 

! 10.2 3J-.3 mn 8.I 6.9 flUfl 2.8 U 1.1 fl1 

C, viscidiilorus 1 9,7 7.0 rri 8.7 5.15 2.3 x 2.18 

2 7.9 9.2 in 7,5 2,) na 1.15 turn 

A. tric&ntata 1 3.2 mrnw !.O inn3'- 6.8 na 1.2 wn'r* ,I3 

2 L.5 na* 3.5 na 5.3 na ¿.O na (did not germinate) 

* Average of 5 
** Average of 2 
** Average of 3 

'o 
-3 
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The highest rate of radicle elongation occurs either at 

O, 7)O_3()O or 3d An exaniination of the data indicates that 

variation exists, but there appears to be no difference beten 

these temperatures. Most interesting is the fact that elonga- 

tion still takes place at temperatures as low as S°C. 

Root Growth 

Root penetration arid habit of grovth have been considered 

by many researchers as the key to a better understanding of the 

basic relationships betveen competing plant species. Some in- 

teresting studies on root development have been made by Jeaver 

(S,56), Cannon (9), Hendrickson and Veihmeyer (26) and Muller 

( 3S ) . Muller ' s work on guayule ( Parthenium argentaturn A . Gray) 

is a classic in its complete treatment of root development under 

native conditions in the field and as a cultivated crop. The 

guayule study has particular significance to this study because 

of the arid conditions under which both guayule and rabbitbrush 

grow. 

A high rate of root growth has been observed in the seedling 

stages of rabbitbrush and sagebrush in the field and in greenhouse 

studies. One-year-old seedlings of C. viscidiflorus and C. nauseo- 

sus excavated in the field had roots over 30 inches long. 

L:ethods. Root studies in the greenhouse ere made in three 

specially constructed root observation colns. These columns 

ere 36 inches tali and 12 inches square, but the front side con- 



sisted of a plate glass slanted inward toward the botton of the 

column. Sandy pumice soil f rm Mulcan was used as a rooting 

medium which provided a uniform but natural condition. 

Ten small seedlings of each shrub species ere transplanted 

to the front of each column where the roots could be observed 

and measured as they grew dorn along the slanted glass. After 

each weekly measurement a fiberboard cover was placed over the 

glass front to maintain darkness. Plants in each column were 

equally watered once a week for the first four weeks of the four 

month long experent. 

To obtain measurements from more than the ten seedlings that 

could be lined up along the glass front of the column, another 

experi.xnent was set up in which ail of the square foot surface area 

of each column s seeded with seeds of the three species. Plants 

re gro for tio months and then one side of each column was re- 

moved to permit the soil to be carefully washed away from the roots. 

Results and Discussion. At tI end of four months C. nauseosus 

roots were longest and C. viscidiflorus roots were shortest w.th 

. 
tridentata roots being approdniately intermediate in length. 

(Table 21i). Another difference was that the rate of elongation for 

the first two months was slower than for the last t months. 

Seedlings of all three species have a very obvious taproot 

in the early ovth stages. No lateral roots were produced by 

any seedling until the end of the third week. At this time one 

or to lateral roots about 10 mm. long were found on many of the 
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TABLE 214 

Centimeters of Root Elongation of C. nauseosus, 
C. viscidifloruE, and A. tridentata Seedlings as 

Measured in Glass Front Root Study Columns 

C. nauseosus C. viscidiflorus A. tridentata 

Average length of 
roots in 2 veeks 11.2 ein 11.3 cm 9.0 cm 

Average length of 
roOts in 14 *eks 16.Ii. cm 13.7 cm 13.0 cut 

Average length of 
roots in 8 eeIcs 27.8 cm 17.145 cm 22.3 cm 

Average length of 
roots in 12 eks 105.0 cm 56.0 cm 85.0 cm 

A. tridentata seedlings and a like number about 3 mm. long -re 
observed on most C. nauseosus seedlings. No lateral roots mere 

produced on . viscidifloru.s until the end of one month. The 

deve1oment of na1l latera). roots illustrates *at has been des- 

cribed as a tmo layered root system which is particularly charact.. 

eristic of sagebrush. This modification of the root system has 

also been described by Muller (35) in guayulo where the tap root 

habit is lost as guayule plants approach maturity. Instead of a 

tap root, a large number of principal lateral roots are developed 

and eventually resembles a fibrous root system. 

L. nauseosus roots grow faster 
than either C. viscidi.f].orus 

roots or A. tridentata roots. A. tridentata roots develop slomer 

initially, but by the end of the fourth meek aro equal to 
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C. viscidif1oru. After four months of growth, C. nauseosus 

roots are longer than C. viscidiflorus roots, but A. tridentaa 

roots are intermediate in length beteu the t rabbitbrash 

species. (Table 214). 

When many seeds were planted in each glass fronted column 

root growth of each species was less than in the experiment where 

only ten seedlings were gro* in the columns This could possi- 

bly be due to competition for moisture. Nevertheless, approximately 

the saine relationship holds true for the three species ith 

viscidifloru8 showing less root growth than A. tridentata and 

£ nauseosus. (Table 2g). 

;& 
tridentata had a rate of elongation slower than rabbit- 

brush, but this relationship appears to change by the time seed- 

lings are four weeks old. 

Length of Two-Month..01d Seedling Roots in Mass Planting 

of 1oot Study Columns 

eciee No. øf aecd1ing Average length 

C. nauseosus 6 13.6 inches t.0-38 in. 

£.. 
viscidiflorus 67 9.2 inches L0-27 in. 

tridentata 914 13.7 inches 14.0-32 in. 

Total elongation attained should not be considered to be the 

sane as in the field inasmuch as the greenhouse conditions were 
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not the sa'ne as in the fie1d. The main value of this study should 

be to determine the relationship beten species which may be 

expected to hold fairly constant whether in the field 
or in the 

greenhouse. 

To better understand how a high rate of root penetration 

serves rabbitbrush as on advantage in establis1nent or bow sage- 

brush is able to compete by reason of also having a rapid rate 
of 

root develojuent further experimentation on various 
soil tyees 

1ould be desirable. According to Muller (3g) the root zone may 

vary ridely within a given species with differences in soil con- 

ditions. The facility with which roots are able to penetrate the 

soil may have a major effect on the extent of the soil-4uoisture 

reservoir that may used. 

Drought Lndrn'anoe 

The degree to which rabbitbrush seedlings and mature plants 

withstand periods of drought is important in their successful 

thrnination of many sandy rangeland soils. Particularly in the 

seedling stage aro soil moisture relations critical. Since 

little information is available on drought resistance of brush 

seedlings, a greenhouse study as initiated to clarify certain 

aspects of this problem. 0f special interest was the possible 

existence of a difference in drought tolerance beteen C nauseo- 

,. viecidi.florua and A. tridentata. 

Observations of mature C. nauseosus in the bunchgrass region 

during the dry summer of 19% suggest that this species is a 
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second-best competitor on bunchgrass ranges under dry conditions. 

On rangelands in £afr and good condtion near Duttrcreek, 7ilot 

Rock, and Grass Valley, C. nauscosus plants observed in the last 

vveek of August re jroducing few, or no flowers, leaves were 

curled up and dry and stem gro'.th for the current year was ex 

tremely limited. About 25 of the younger plants in these arcas 

had dropped most of their leaves. A few C. viscidiflorus plants 

in these areas also appeared to be equally under moisture stress. 

Further observations should be made in l96 to determine if per- 

manent damage resulted. 

Apparently conditions in the Basin and Range area were not 

quite as critical in 19% as for the areas described above. Ho 

ever, flower and seed production vs smaller in 19 than in l9. 

In local areas where close competition existed between mature 

green rabbitbrush plants there was ample evidence of reduced shoot 

growth and early leaf drop. Only in a few protected microhabitats 

were any seedlings fornid, but by the middle o!' August these small 

,1ants were dead. Other observations of C. viscidiflorus and 

L. nauseosuc seedlings 
in the field experiment with shade arid litter 

:tuing thc course of the 19S growing season suggest that even 

though seedlins are able to survive dr'ing o'xt of the &oil sur- 

face by a rapid rate of root elongation they may still become a 

casualty later on in the ser if rains arc not forthcoming. 

Plants growing in regions subject to drought aro able to 

succeed by many different means. Livingston (31.t) observed that 
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seedling roots elongated directly doiard rajxLdly enough to 

reach an adequate ter supply before the upper soil layer could 

produce Injury by drought. Shantz (Is) pointed out that desert 

shrubs should be considered as drought enduring rather than 

drought resisting, a teri he reserved for cacti anr other desert 

ucculits. As a result oÏ may 5ol moisture deteriainations 

Shantz concluded that desert shrubs could reduce the vater con- 

tent o;f the soil below the hygroscoplc coefficient. en so, 

some desert chribs may be killed by protracted dry spells and 

Shantz (l.6) later rerorted that little rabbitbrusb (Chrysothamnus 

atenojhyllis ) grows in Utah and Nevada on dry soils dnillar to 

sagebrush lands, but '±erc sagebrush has been driven out by drought 

or burning. k1ay ( ') in a study of desert legumes, described 

leaL' abscission, death of shoot tips and growth c ... ssation that 

resulted from soil drought below the wilting point, even though 

plants remained alive l'or a considerable period. In view of 

the varied results obtained in dcterminng a 1ting point for 

different ty,es of plants, Furr and Reave ( 20) proposed that a 

zilting range existed in ich water i not available for con- 

tinued groith, but s sufficient for mere maintenance of life. 

They stated that plants die not because ter absorption has 

fInally ceased, but because the rate of absorption finally has 

lagged too far behind the rate of loss to support life. This 

observation certainly appears to describe the sitnation with 

respect to young rabbitbrush seedlings which may have their root 

tips in slightly moist soil but the majority of the root system 
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i in soil with moisture below th avaIlable range. 

Methods. Drouht 8tud10 of rabb1tbruh and sagebr'ish 

eed1ing vere conducted on loamy sand pwnlce 9011 frcni Mulcan 

valley. Sorne oharacterietics of soils in the Millican area vere 

reported In Table 16. Phe percent nolsture prsont in terms of 

o1.0 re$lstance for this soil hae been calibrated. (Figure 17). 

Data for this curve re provided fr'n ten #10 cans filled 'ilth 

pumice soll In which a plaster-of-paris block ia burled at a 

depth o.f 3.5 inches. All oani were brought up to field capacity 

and five barley eede vere planted in each can to deplete 5oil 

moiature. In addition, several C. nauseosus and C. vlscldif1oru 

seeds «ere also planted. Values for the calibration curve vere 

provided by si'uultaneou5 ighings and ohri relrtance readinga 

as soil ioisture in the cans becaie progressively depleted. The 

barley plants ere dead in most cans by the time the ohn readings 

reached 1,000,000, but the few shrub seedlings, although rather 

sia1l, itere still alive and drawing eoie moisture from the ari. 

Pinal weights ere recorded vthen most of the cans failed to lose 

nore than i to 2 graans in a 2h-heur period. The cans vere then 

placed in a drying oven for 3 days. Oven-dry ights ere re- 

corded and the lght of each empty can and plaster-of-paris block 

s subtracted from all eights, both oven-dry and nolst. Moisture 

percentages vere then figured on an oven-dry basis. The gradual 

loss in veight of plants ras not considered. Compared to the mag- 

nitude of the elght of the soil in the can, approxImately 3 



Figure 17. Calibration curve for pumice loamy sand soi]. in terms 

of percent moisture for ohms resistance. 
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kilograms, the effect of the slight eight loss as p1ant dried 

out ia considered to be neg1iib1e. 

For drought studies on shrub seedlinç,s 
thirty #10 CariS with 

drainage holes in the bottom ore filled with 1ouny sand ptnnlce 

soil. (Figure 18). P1ater-of-paris electrical re5istance 

blocks calibrated within 100 oÌ variability ro buried at a 

depth of 3S Inches. Twenty-five seeds each of C. nauseos, 

C. vicIdiflorua and A. tridentata re seeded at a depth of 1/8 

inches. The 50±1 as brought up to field capacity and vas 

lightly sprinkled every other day until sorne 
germination was 

noted. No further ter was added during the experiment. 

01i readings itere made as the seedlings developed 
and 

changes in appearance were noted. hcn the seedlings appeared 

to be dead, a final ohm reading was made and 
the can vas placed 

in a shallow pan of water for 3 days to bring 
the soil moisture 

back up to field capacity. Cans were then placed back on the 

greenhouse bench and at the end of two eks plants still alive 

had sufficiently recovered to be easily distInguished 
from the 

dead plmits. Inasmuch as mafl,r dormant seeds germInated after 

bringing the cans back up to field capacity, aU old plants re 

removed after results were recorded an' the 
experiment s repeat- 

ed for most of the cans. However, six cans were used to check on 

roots in order to make certain they were distributed 
all through 

the soil in the cans. In all six cans roots were found through- 

out the soil, In the vicinity of the block, 
and at the bott of 

the can. 
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Figure 18♦ Experiment for drought endurance# £# nauseosus3
£♦ viscidiflorus and A* tridentata Seedlings are
planted in #10 cans filled idth loamy sand pumice
soil* Plaster-of-paris blocks are buried at three
and one-half inches depth in each can*



Results Discussion. Very few A. tridentata seeds germ- 

mated, but adequate germination of rabbitbruh occurred and an 

average of S seedlings of both species vere grown in each can. 

As moisture became depleted and ohm readings reached approximately 

270,000 leaves became lighter in color and lost their turgor. 

The elongated stem tip of C. nauseosus bent over in an apparent 

permanent wilt. C visoidiflorus seedling growth more esembled 

a rosette shape and as a result the stem tip apparently was not 

as damaged at this point. Ohm readings increased rapidly in the 

high resistance ranges until readings vere around 1,200,000 and 

plants appeared dead. 

Plants that survived after soil moisture was returned to 

field capacity ware very striking in their response. A limited 

number of .2. nauseosus plants 
continued growth from the stem tip 

as did a larger number of C. viscidiflorus seedlings. However, 

the develojmient of side branches at or above the cro on many of 

these 3.-month-old seedlings s the most coion means of regrowth. 

(Figure 19). 

Fifty-five percent of the C. viscidif].orus seedlings survived 

as compared to 20 percent o± the C. nauseosus seedlings. 

Final results of seedling respónse to drought in the l'if ty- 

four cans of the experiment are si.mmarized in Table 26. 

C. viscidiflorus seedlings may be able to endure greater 

moisture stress than C. nauseosus seedlings as indicated by a 

hi her mean ohm reading and by a higher percent of seedlings 



Figuro 19. Seedling regrowth of C. viecic3Mlorus and 

C. nauseosus after drought. 



TABLE 26 

Drought Endurance of Seedlings in Fifty-four 
#10 Cans 

as Indicated by vean 0}ìs Resistance and 

Ntmther of Cans Observed Vith 

Living or Dead Seedlings 

Species 
response 

to 
arought 

C. nauseosus and 

. viscidiflorus 
survive 

C. nauseosus 
survives 

C. vis cidiflorus 
survives 

C. nauseosus and 

!. viscidiflorus 
dead 

A. tridentata 
survives 

A. tridentata 
dead 

M eau 
ohms 

resistance 

No. of cans 

observed 

1,103,000 12 

1,266,000 5 

1,1i90,000 13 

1,517, 000 

1, VO, 000 

1,383,000 

5* 

6* 

*Planted in cans with rabbitbrush. 

Percent 
seedling 
survival 

SS 

32 

surviving. There is also an indication that A. tridentata 
might 

be intermediate in its tolerance to drought. 
A word of caution 

should be entered at this point, however, in 
that the data for 

sagebrush are too limited to serve as a base 
for any final con- 

clusion. The saine nay be said for the other data, aithouCh 
there 

is much stronger evidence that L. viscidiflorus 
is superior in 

its drought enduring ability. This experiment should be repeated 



*.th a greater number of obervation and further attnpts should 

be made to reduce any source of undesirable variation. 

Coenpetition i3eten itabbitbru$h Seedlings and 

Crested Vheatgrass Seedlings 

Seedling establishment and survival in competition with other 

pecie is an important consideration in determining the ability 

any particular species to invade a new area or to maintain 

itself in its present distribution. One cf the main rroblems in 

managing improved pastures is to maintain the pasture in the 

r.iost rroductive state, Certainly the develomont of rabbitbrush 

in such an area reduces grazing .eld considerably. 

The key to the problem appears to be a better understanding 

of the seedling stage and proper management in light of thie 

information, Schultz, Launohbaugh, and Bisivell (I), concluded 
that a dense stand of grass seeded after burning brush in the fall 

could be sufficiently developed to deplete soil moisture below 

the amount required for brush seedling survival. Fesontially the 

same conclusion s reached by Blaisdell () in rking vith sage- 

brush and reseeded grasses. Seeding grasses one year or more in 

advance permitted very little sagebrush establishment as cnpared 

to concurrent grass and sagebrush seeding or seeding grass into 

an established stand of sagebrush which resulted in a greater 

number of sagebrush seedlings. 

A study betwcen crested wheatgrass and rabbitbrush seedlings 
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as conducted in the greenhouse during the fall of 19%. 

Methode. To provide sufficient depth for root develoent 

the last h foot of a greenhouse bench ìere built up with sides 

three feet high. (Figure 20) . The resulting deep bench .s 

subdivided into eight ' z 1' sections by means of masonite 

panels that ect cdd through tee depth of the b These pancia 

re designed to permit rcoval of t'v eections at a tùne for 

studies of dcvo1oent at four different times. Two culxLc yards 

of pimiice soil £rcin Miflican -re screeuod axiü packed into the 

bench. r ZLcctrical resistance blocks were placed at 8" and 1" 

in ail but the t front sections. 

One-half of the box e seeded with crested wheatgrass. 

Concurrently, each section in the entire experiment s seeded 

with 100 0. nauseosus and 100 0. viacicLtflorus seeds. The soil 

v.s lightly sprinkled for 2 'weeks until some need1ing emergence 

s noted. 

Results and Liscussion. At the end of three eeks 79 C. 

nauseosus and 1 C. viseidiflorus seedlings ex e recorded en the 

sections not seeded with crested wheatgrass as compared to 3 C. 

nauseosus and O L. viscidiflorus seedlings on 
sections iitL crested 

wheatgrass. Plants in the first sections vere excavated at the 

end of eight eks. Further excavations were siade at 12 and 35 

cks. The last tv sectione ro not considered for root 

studies because of a leak in the greonhouce roof, resulting in 

*ter on these sections. The v1heatgraes roots were, on the 



Figure 20. Experiment on competition between C. viscidiflorus, 
C nauseosus and Ajropyron de sertorum seedlings. 
abbithrush seeds were planted on each ha]! of the 

area. Crested wheatgrass seeds were sown only on 
the right side. 



average, more shallow, (Table 27), even though sate extremely 

long roots were measured ivhich 'were longer than the average 

length of C. nauseosus roots. The fact that wheatgrass roots 

bere so extensive through the depth indicated, presents a real 

problem for rabbitbruah seedling surrival. The distribution 

pattern for roots is further accentwted by the deoletion of 

$Oil moisture in this region. (Table 28). 

Average Centhneters of Root Grovbh in Deep Greenhouse Bench 

TÄeasured at Eight, Telve, and Fifteen Weeks * 

C nauseosus 
? Av root 

Time plants length 

8 weeks 1? 7.9 cm 

12 eks 17 ]3.3 cm 

15 weeks 23 25.0 cm 

C. viscidiflorus 
T0.F Av. root 
plants ]ongth 

6 t.Icrn 

A. desertorum 
Av. root 
length 

7cm 

10 9.9cm 12cm 

11 21.9cm lfcm 

* Shrub seedlings grown indspendently of crested wheatgrass. 

Mean Olmis Resistance at 12 and 15 Weeks at Depths of 8 and 15 

Inches, ith and Without a Cover of Crested heatgrass 

__j 1:ithout Crested heatgras8 With Crested beatgrass 
9 ___t, 8" is" 

12 weeks 53,000 200,000 1,120,000 550,000 

25 weeks 215,000 255,000 1,250,000 780,000 
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Under a cover of gra ood1ing the moistvre level appoar 

te be below the amount required for rabbitbrush seedling sur- 

vivai. This ja 8120 true of the grasr3 seedlings as inot of 

them appeared to be permnently uilted or dead by the luth eek. 

Froi the results of this experiient and field observations 

and also from the avai)ÄDle literature, the best rzy to rarage 

improved pastures to prevent the invasion of rabbitbruah is to 

maintain a rapidly transpiring plant cover of grasses. In dry 

iars the danger of brush seedling establishment does not appear 

to be very great and usual grazing managenent programs iould be 

sati8faetory. }Iowver, in moist years grazing should be deferred 

until soil moisture in the upper horiori is depleted and tmavail- 

able to brush seedlings that have germinated under the favorable 

moisture conditions in the earlier eeks. This conclusion is not 

entirely supported by greenhouse data, but field observations 

and literature do suggest that this might be a solution. 
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C1rysothnnus nausensus and Ohrysothanus viscidiflorus are 

undesirable shrubs comnon to the rangelands of eastern Oregon. 

Pn many depleted ranges the number of rabbitbrush shrubs has 

rxeatly increased at the expense of valuable forage plants. 

An autecological study of rabbitbrush indicates that char- 

act eristics such as resprouting froxn the crown, seed production, 

seed dissdnation, germinatIon, seedling establishment, radicle 

and root growth, and drought endurance contribute to establish- 

ment in various range cnnunitIes. 

An important characteristic of rabbitbrush is the habit of 

resprouting £roia the crown following burning and niany coimuonly 

used brush contro]. measures. However, the habit of regrovth is 

not limIted to the mature plant. Two and three month-old seed- 

lings have also been observed to produce new sprouts fron the 

cro'n after subjEction to exbreme drought. 

Seed production of C. nauscosus and C. viscidiflorus appears 

to be relatively high but may be ¡aarkedly reduced in dry 
years as 

indicated by a study of flower production over a period of two 

years. 

2. nauseosue plants on rangeland8 with low bunchgrass f re- 

quicy produce a greater number of flowers than on ranges .th 

high bunchgrass frequency. Plants arc larger and produce iore 

f lovers in the Shaniko and Grass Valley arca than to the east in 
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the area around "me City and Pilot Rock. ]3unchgrass apears to 

be a better competitor in the latter area. 

Sagebrush is the principal competitor with C. viscidiflorue 

in many areas of the Basin and flange province of Oregon. Floer 

production ai' C, viscidiflorus appears to decrease with increased 

sagrueh frequency although intra-spocif io competition will also 

reduce the number of uloers per plant. 

Removal of competing vegetation in the early spring results 

in an increase in flomer production and shoot 'owih of C. viscidi- 

florue and C. nauseosus within one growing season, In addition, 

plants are three ek earlier to flower, No difference in germin- 

ation was noted for seeds collected from plants with competition 

and plants without competition. 

The majority of rabbitbrush seeds are wind disseminated. 

Dissemination distances ranging from 130 to 16S yards vere recorded. 

In comparison, sagebrush seeds appeared to be disseminated only 

25 yards, The rapid Invasion of rabbitbrush plants into agricul- 

tural lands may be partly explained on the basis of dissemination 

distance. 

Germination of seeds from both species of rabbitbrush studied 

may occur immediately upon maturity under proper temperature and 

moisture conditions. Neither C. nauseosus nor C. viscidiflorus 

indicates a significant difference in total germination at temper- 

atures ranin frani S°C. to 30°C., although a longer time is re- 

quired for gereination at the lower temperatures, A considerable 
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number of 2. naueosus seeds germinated idthin 2L hours, which i 

much factor than seeds of C. viscidiflorus or A. tridentata. No 

significant difference was Indicated in germination of rabbitbrush 

seeds collected from three locations. 

A pretreatment of soaking and freezing seeds for 72 hours 

produced a significant increase in germination of C, viscidiflorus 

seeds but reduced germination of C. nauseosus seeds. 

Itabbitbrush seedlings three to seven days old that v.ore germ- 

inated at °C, vithstood freezing temperatures of ..!°C. for 2 

hours as compared to no survival of seedlings germinated at ]5°C. 

or 30°C. 

Fstablishment of nauseosus and C. viscidiflorus seedlings 

s high on 1oany sand soils In greenhouse experiments. relativ- 

ely high nimiber of C. viscidiflorus seedlings also became estab- 

lished on a self-mulching clay soil. No significant difference 

in £ viscidiflorus establishment ìas noted beten 1/1k", 1/8" 

and surface plantings. Uovver, a significant difference s ob- 

served beteeu planting depths of 1/14", 1/8" and surface for 

nauseosus and A. tridentata seedlings, vith progressively greater 

seedling establishment indicated at the shailow plantings. 

Initial seedling establishment in the field during the spring 

of 19% s very low end suggests that a large nuiber of viable 

seed may be required to produce a few seedlings. Greater initial 

seedling establishment occurred under a shade canopy, esence 

or absence of litter did not affect initial establishment. 



Rate of moisture depletion in the upper tvo centimeters of 

the soil appeared to be an important factor in seedling mortality. 

Four-7eek_old seedlings of both rabbitbrush apodes appeared to 

thstand soil surface temperatures of about 1IS°F. as long as 

roots vere in moist soil. 

The rate of radicle elorgation 2I to 60 hours after gorruina- 

tion ve greatest for C. nauseosus, intermediate for C. viscidi- 

florul3 and least for A. tridentata. 

Seedling root 'owth at the end of two months s greater for 

C. nauseosus than for C. viscidiflorus. A. tridentata seedlinL:s 

had roots intermedIate in length between the two species of rabbit- 

brush. 

endurance developes early in the seedling stage of 

2. nauseosus, .2. 
viscid.fflorus and A. tridentata. A higher percen- 

tage of L. viscidiulorus seedlings survived extreme drought than 

did 2. nauaeosus seedlings. £ viscidi.florus seedlins three months 

old endured lover soil moisture percentages than either C. ruseosus 

or A tridentata. 
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Appendix 1. Rabbitbrush flower production on plants growing 

with, and without competition from other plants. 

C. nauseosus - Location No. i 

ith competition 'ithout competition 

Plant Lo. No. of flowers Plant No. No. of flowers 

1 1320 la 

2 1207 2a 

3 ]$62 3a 3673 

272 14a )389 

26O a 3808 

Average l393 37.3 Average 3562. 9.6 

C. nauseosus - Location No. 2 

;itb competition 
Plant No. No. of flowers 

6 o 

7 0 

8 2lj 

9 239 

lo 

Average 
______ 

63.Li. 7.9 

Without competition 
Plant No. No. of flowers 
6a 88 

7a 
8a io01 

9a 560 
lOa 881f 

Average 680 26 

C. viscidiflorus - Location No. 1 

9.th competition 
Plant No No. of flowers 

1 2 

2 73 

3 51 
14. 0 

5 2 

Average 3h 

, ithout competition 

Plant To. NO. f flowers 
la 2552 
2a 1226 

3a 1095 
ha 1858 

31i.39 

Average 203b 975 

C. viscidiflorus - Location No. 2 

Pith competition 
Plant No. No. of flowers 

6 630 

7 188b 
8 

9 13h 
10 20h2 

Average 1019 88]. 

ithout competition 

Plant No. No. of flowers 

6a 5628 

7a b309 
Ba 699 

9a 7114. 

lOa 7936 
Average 3Ö57 3155 



Appendix 2. Okn8 resistanCe for ton locations, four depths 

at Milhican, Oregon, 19Sì. 

Eate _)4" ___i _]_. 36" 

May 2 19 
112 

1200 
13O 

-- 
1300 

1200 
h1O 

l27 132g 122S l22 

l0 132g 1800 1300 

162g i6a 1S7 uoo 
132g 122g 1025 uoo 
i600 il50 ]J400 i1O0 

iThO 1680 1220 1100 

Mean 

- 
1s0 

r- 

1390 1380 1230 

May B 1820 L0 1120 10t0 

13!0 1200 ii6o 1320 

1210 u8o 1200 1200 

1S1 1200 iO0 l28 

180 ihiS 1120 

1190 lOBS 101g 1080 

]560 1W40 i1oø 120C 

1Th() 1680 1220 1100 

13O 1200 1100 1180 

2700 1810 1h? 13'7 

ean 1611 1686 1266 1232 

Juno 12 10 7000 7S00 12IO 

1900 1200 1200 1160 

12ìO U7 117g 1100 

1280 120 hliìi0 i660 

9l.0 1C 100 ]15O 

1020 1050 Uhi0 1500 

1200 1600 17b0 hLi20 

6500 1300 ißbo 1680 

1160 1ZLO 1300 1100 

1620 2L0O 3000 2950 

Mean 1800 1300 2180 1520 
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pa_t! 4" 12" 18" 36 

July 10 18000O 2000 230000 89000 

1200000 1000 1120 1100 

970 1190 1100 1130 

66800 3700 1360 ]57o 

i6aoo 3080 1770 1310 
290 970 1000 900 

3')OOO 7800 3S00 00 

S000 272O S6S0 88o 

730 1300 1230 980 
----- !6000 35000 1280e 

Mean 361í311. 27890 Th730 33070 

Aug. 3 --- 300000 300000 30000 
2600 600 1100 
3800 9S00 200 

-_- 15000 2100 3800 

11000 31000 i600 2100 

85000 227g 10 1180 
---- 1200 8200 300 
S0000 6800 7600 S000 
100000 hloo 1800 1000 

30000 22000 12000 

Mean 53000 03375 71906 * bOZ.8 

August 29 1S00o0 8!.0000 800000 500000 
1200000 1600 1900 1230 

750000 25000 38000 ii000 

750000 8500C 8000 3S000 
3.500000 200000 92000 23000 
1000000 6000 5900 1720 
500000 380000 310000 195000 

1000000 205000 270000 250000 
L00000 53000 t8oOo 1600 

620000 530000 280000 

Mean 972222 2L1560 210380 130)55 

* Five plots missing. 


